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HOW TO ADVERTISE 
To advertise with Natural Awakenings or request a media 
kit, please contact us at 704-499-3327 or email  
Publisher@AwakeningCharlotte.com. Deadline for ads: 
the 12th of the month.

EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS
Email articles, news items and ideas to: Publisher@
AwakeningCharlotte.com. Deadline for editorial: the 12th 
of the month.

CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS
Email Calendar Events to: Calendar@AwakeningCharlotte.
com or via our website, AwakeningCharlotte.com.  Deadline 
for calendar: the 12th of the month.

REGIONAL MARKETS
Advertise your products or services in multiple markets! 
Natural Awakenings Publishing Corp. is a growing 
franchised family of locally owned magazines serving 
communities since 1994. To place your ad in other 
markets call 239-449-8309. For franchising opportunities 
call 239-530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com.
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Laser (Surgery-Free) TMJ and Pain Therapy

Cancer
Pulmonary

diseases

Neurological
diseases

Autoimmune
diseases

Innammation

Arthritis
Diabetes II

Alzheimers

Cardiovascular
diseases

Oxygen-OzoneAmalgam Removal 

704.841.7358
www.dentist-charlotte-north-carolina-nc.com

Paul Plascyk, DDS
Dentist, Holistic10815 Sikes Place, Suite 310

Charlotte, NC 28277

Mecklenburg County Market

HOURS: Wednesday 7am – 6pm
�ursday and Friday 9am – 6pm

Saturday 7am – 3pm

Local & Organic Product, Baked Goods, Flowers 
& A Slice of History!

1515 Harding Pl., Charlotte, NC 28203
MecklenburgCountyMarket.com
704-533-0073

The Oldest Farmer’s Market in North Carolina

Featuring Dale McLaughlin Produce & Beverly’s Gourmet Foods
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As summer officially begins this month, we 
enjoy finalizing our vacation or stay-cation 

plans. Whether you relish the mountains, lakes 
or beach, North Carolina has so much natural 
beauty to enjoy this time of year.  
 “Healthy Escapes” on page 26 offers ideas 
for unplugged getaways to disconnect from 
technology and become reconnected to our-
selves. Nicholas Carr, author of The Shallows: 
What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, ex-
plains that, “Using the Internet pushes us to a 
skimming and scanning form of thinking.” He 
occasionally unplugs to recover his attention 
span, noting, “A lot of our deepest thoughts 
only emerge when we’re able to pay attention 
to one thing.” Travelers discuss their favorite 
getaways for personal growth and rebalancing.
 In honor of men’s health month, we offer many great features for the 
guys including, Natural Ways to Boost Vitality, Dad’s Golden Story Hour and 
innovative new workout Parkour:Using the World as a Fitness Playground. 
 We talk with father and son activists, John and Ocean Robbins on 
page 34 on Briding Generational Divides. John Robbins is best known as 
a pioneering expert on the dietary connection between the environment 
and health. His latest release is No Happy Cows: Dispatches from the 
Frontlines of the Food Revolution. Ocean is also an internationally re-
nowned spokesman for an ethical and sustainable future and has helped 
improve the lives of people in 65 countries.
 And don’t miss our Charlotte men featured this month as well. Dr. 
Matt Lyon discusses on [page 30] how he incorporates mind-body tech-
niques to achieve radical wellness using spinal analysis, respiratory 
modalities and mindfulness. We also spoke with Shannon Binns, founder 
of Sustain Charlotte [page 21] about his organization to create a more 
environmentally-friendly city.
 Here’s to the start of a magical summer filled with fireflies, mint tea, 
blissfully quiet naps in the mountains, and long walks under the stars.

      Enjoy!  
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newsbriefs
The Journey of Spiritual  
Relationship Workshop 

Author and spiritual mentor Janet Suss-
man and Doug Mackey, Ph.D. will 

hold The Journey of Spiritual Relationship 
for singles, couples and pairs on June 1. 
The workshop will explore the underly-
ing forces of the chakra system and the 
energetic choreography of our personal 
relationships. Some of the questions the 
course will address are: How does the 
multi-dimensional Divine heart intelli-
gence guide us to a balanced knowing in 
our intimate life? How does the shadow of 
our personality and of the collective consciousness of masculine 
and feminine play a role in our ability to decipher the tensions 
and joys of the journey of relationship? The workshop will begin 
to clarify these core issues and help participants understand and 
heal some of the pain of misunderstanding they may carry in 
their heart of hearts. 

From 7:30-10pm. $30 couples, $20 singles.  Held at Our Place, 
19900 S. Main St. Suite 4F, Cornelius. Info/register: 704-237-
3561 Janet Sussman at 980-236-7036.

Sacred Calabash Ceremony 
Dancers Needed

Women, men and children are 
invited to take an active part 

in the historic International Light-
ing of the Lights Ceremony where 
Wisdom Keepers, indigenous 
peoples and all concerned will 
gather in various locations all over 
the globe on World Environmental 
Day and during auspicious Venus 
Transit for healing of the waterways 
and a peaceful humanity. No previ-
ous experience is necessary.

  Omileye Achikeobi – Lewis, 
one of the Co-Visioners of the 

Lighting of the Lights Ceremony and Wisdom Keepers, will be 
doing the Sacred Calabash Dance at the North Carolina branch 
of the ceremony. She is the sacred carrier of this powerful water 
and is asking those who would like to participate to join her on 
June 4th at 6 pm for a practice session. There is no cost involved 
for participation in the Sacred Calabash Dance or The Lighting 
of the Lights Ceremony which will take place on June 5th – 6th 
at Sacred Grove Retreat in Gold Hill.

For more information contact Omileye at 770-498-3472 or visit 
SacredGroveRetreat.com.

Janet Sussman

Omileye Achikeobi – Lewis 
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Four Tillers  
Two Tilleys
Jeffrey J. Boron

Whether working in acrylic or oil, art-
ist Jeffrey Boron creates a magical vi-
sion of nature’s play of color and light. 
He deftly combines the bold color 
elements of Impressionism with his 
own contemporary, representational 
painting style.
 
Boron’s gift for celebrating nature and 
landscapes began at an early age, 
showcased in watercolors depicting his 
rural neighborhood in Concord, Ontar-
io. While living and working in north-
ern Ontario, his fascination with birds 
and nature led him to woodcarving; 
many of his waterfowl and shorebirds 
can be found in collections throughout 
Canada and the United States. After 
moving to Victoria, British Columbia, 
his passion for painting and sketching, 
he says, “was rekindled by the beauty 
of the coastal environment.”

Boron’s works, vibrating with life and 
soul, are often painted en plein air. He 
remarks, “As an artist, I want my works 
to bring to the viewer a sense of the 
joy I feel when painting them, as well 
as highlighting the wonder and beauty 
of those small spots of nature that we 
live amongst, but so often overlook, in 
our busy lives.”

View the artist’s portfolio at Jeffrey 
Boron.com.

coverartist

Libby and Gerry Mack have got the buzz about the virtues of locally produced 
honey. The couple maintains 15-30 beehives, mostly in the Myers Park, Dilworth 
and Elizabeth areas of Charlotte for their business, Mack’s Very Local Honey.

They pamper their bees by using natural hive materials like wood, wire and wax 
and are rewarded with sweet, delicious honey that helps customers combat seasonal 
allergies and enhance immunity. Because most local honey is raw and unprocessed, 
it has many benefits that store-bought honey does not.
 “Heating helps keep honey from crystallizing on the store shelf, but it harms the 
taste and removes much of the pollen and enzymes which provide health benefits,” 
says Libby. “Some imported honey from Asia has been found to contain prohibited 
antibiotics, heavy metals from improper shipping containers, and cheaper sweeteners 
that are not honey.” 
 Having raised honeybees since 2001, The Macks are a wealth of information and 
teach an annual class for the Mecklenburg Beekeepers Association. “Honeybees are 
very gentle and rarely sting, and then only to defend their home if threatened. They 
should be welcomed into your neighborhood because they will help pollinate all 
the gardens and trees nearby, and maybe provide a jar of local honey,” says Libby. 

 And who does all the work in the hives? 
The ladies. “A girl will make 1/12th of a teaspoon 
of honey in her lifetime.  So we don’t spill a 
drop!” adds Libby.   

Visit CharlotteLocal Honey.com for more informa-
tion about products, classes or swarm removal.

businessofthemonth   

the gardens and trees nearby, and maybe provide a jar of local honey,” says Libby. 

The ladies. “A girl will make 1/12th of a teaspoon 
of honey in her lifetime. 
drop!” adds Libby.

Visit CharlotteLocal Honey.com for more informa
tion about products, classes or swarm removal.

Mack’s ‘Very’  
Local Honey

by Lisa Moore
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Dear Heart Offers  
Conscious Clothing 
On Website

Dear Heart and Company, an online 
clothing store, sells recycled, vintage, 

and hand made apparel. The company en-
courages mindfulness and spurs an outreach 
beyond the fashion community, tying style 
to that which is vital.
 Production of apparel or soft goods can 
be very taxing to the planet. Dear Heart’s 
clothes have been bought second hand, 
donated, or found through liquidation and 
maintain high quality standards. The point 
is to lengthen the cycle, and keep garments 
out of landfills. Whether you are looking 
for something unique, trying to shrink your 
footprint, or just bargain hunting, Dear Heart 
and Company offers unique options for all.

Learn more at DearHeartAndCompany.com.

Gluten Free  
Coaching Services

Giving up gluten can be 
good for your tummy, 

but frustrating to incorporate 
into your lifestyle. Suzanne 
Cormier, PhD is a licensed 
professional counselor and 
life coach who works with 
individuals and families 

who are transitioning to gluten-free living. 
Cormier has helped her husband live gluten-
free for 16 years. She helps clients identify 
reachable goals and find appropriate coping 
strategies to fit their needs so they can live 
full lives and enjoy good food.

Info: SuzanneCormier.com.
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Argand Awarded ‘Company to 
Watch’ Distinction

Argand Energy Solutions of Durham and Charlotte was 
recently included among NC Companies to Watch 

according to an announcement recently made by CED, 
the Southeast’s largest entrepreneurial support organiza-
tion. The 25 recipients of the third annual North Caro-
lina Companies to Watch award are all growth oriented, 
second-stage companies headquartered in North Carolina 
that demonstrate high performance in their market, exhibit 
innovative products and display other unique qualities that 
make them “worth watching.”
 Erik Lensch, President of Argand Energy Solutions, com-
mented, “We are honored to be included among NC’s most 
vibrant companies. This award says the Argand team is leading 
the way, developing more and more solar projects and solar 
jobs for North Carolina.”

For more information about Argand Energy Solutions, visit www.
ArgandEnergy.com

Chatham Olive shows off Argand’s Asheboro installation.

Author Kelly Buckley Discusses 
Her Book Just One Little Thing

On June 6, Charlotte author, Kelly Buckley, will talk about 
her journey after losing her son, Stephen, and how us-

ing gratitude in difficult times can illuminate the comforts that 
surround us daily. Buckley, through the power of words, has 
connected with thousands of people worldwide. Her mission? 
To have a conversation about the power of gratitude and how 
it can heal your life, allowing you to blossom into a more 
compassionate human being.

Held from 7-8:30pm at The Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd. Books avail-
able at this event and proceeds will be donated to TheRespite.org.

newsbriefs
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SomaEnergetics 
Sound Therapy Comes 
to Unity of Charlotte

Certified Master Sound Therapy Teacher 
David Hulse will be in Charlotte June 3-4 

for a series of events focusing on spiritual awak-
ening, healing with sound and offering private 
attunement sessions. Hulse is the developer of 
SomaEnergetics, a series of techniques utilizing 
ancient frequencies with healing power. Sound 
is a way to access deeper levels of conscious-
ness and free the blocked energy which has 
been stored in our energy anatomy. 
 After speaking at the 10:30 Sunday 
Service on “Into the Dark Night of the Soul 
Through Sacred Eyes,” Hulse will offer an 
experiential workshop on “Brain Waves and 
Healing.”  On June 4, he will offer a series of 
private sessions for individuals to experience 
the power of sound therapy for themselves. 
The final event on Monday evening is an-
other experiential workshop titled, “Using 
Sound Rations for Personal Power!”

Held at Unity of Charlotte, 401 East Arro-
wood Road. UnityOfCharlotte.com.

Tai Chi Ruler Seminar  
June 9 and 10

Tai Chi Ruler is a 
unique method of 

Qigong used to develop 
the feeling of chi in your 
body, cultivate your in-
ternal energy, calm your 
mind, and improve your 
health. It makes use of 
a special wooden stick 
or “Ruler.” The spheri-
cal shape of the ruler 
fits comfortably on the 
palms and serves to 
stimulate important 
acupuncture points 

on the hands. For over a 
thousand years practitioners of the Tai Chi Ruler 
have been renowned for their longevity, special 
Qigong skills, and robust health.
  In this class you will learn the 16 main 
exercises of the Tai Chi Ruler system of Qigong. 
With the Tai Chi Ruler good health is in the 
palms of your hands. Taught by Lao Shi, Dr. 
Camilo Sanchez, Doctor of Oriental Medicine. 

Info/register: 704-542-8088. ElixirQigong.com.

Dr. Camilo Sanchez
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Eggs’ Sunny 
Upside
Often considered one of nature’s 

most perfect foods, eggs are an 
excellent source of protein, lipids, vi-
tamins and minerals. Now, researchers 
at the University of Alberta, in Canada, 
have discovered that they also contain 
antioxidant properties that help in the 
prevention of cardiovascular disease 
and cancer.

Jianping Wu and his team of re-
searchers at the university’s Department 
of Agricultural Food and Nutritional 
Science examined egg yolks produced 
by hens that were fed typical diets of 
either primarily wheat or corn. They 

found the yolks contained two amino acids; tryptophan and tyrosine, which have 
high antioxidant properties. The researchers found that two raw egg yolks offer 
almost twice as many antioxidant properties as one apple and about the same as 
half a serving (25 grams) of cranberries. When the eggs were fried or boiled, how-
ever, the beneficial properties were reduced by about half. “It’s a big reduction, 
but it still leaves eggs equal to apples in their antioxidant value,” says Wu.

In prior research, Wu found that egg proteins converted by digestive enzymes 
produced peptides that work in the same way as ACE inhibitors, prescription drugs 
used to reduce high blood pressure. That finding contradicted the notion that eggs 
increase high blood pressure because of their cholesterol content.

Juggling Bumps 
Up Brainpower
Can rhythmically tossing and catching 

balls in the air help grow the 
brain? Researchers from the Universität 
Regensburg, in Germany, after studying 
two dozen people using brain scans, 
say yes. Half were asked to learn to 
juggle; the others were given no special 
instructions. After three months, the 
brains of the jugglers had grown by 3 to 
4 percent in the areas that process visual 
and motor information; the more skilled 
the jugglers became, the greater the 
brain growth. No change occurred in the 
non-juggling group. The research team says the study proves that new stimuli 
can alter the brain’s structure, not just its function.

Source: Nature.com

healthbriefs

CONTROL MIDLIFE 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
TO IMPROVE 
HEART HEALTH
Changes in blood pressure during 

middle age can affect the lifetime 
risk for heart disease and stroke, ac-
cording to a recent study published 
in Circulation, the American Heart 
Association’s weekly journal. Data 
from nearly 62,000 individuals whose 
blood pressure readings were tracked 
for an average of 14 years confirms 
that people who kept or lowered their 
blood pressure to normal levels by 
age 55 had the lowest lifetime risk 
for heart disease—22 to 41 percent, 
compared with 42 to 69 percent for 
those with high blood pressure.

Got News?
Start a new business? 
Add a certification? 

Hosting a workshop?

 Deadline 12th of month 
 Info@AwakeningCharlotte.com

704.499.3327

Free Community Service 
Space Available Basis

submitnews
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RED MEAT RAISES 
DIABETES RISK

A study by the University of Glasgow, 
in Scotland, shows that men are at 

greater risk than women for Type 2 dia-
betes, because they tend to develop it at 
a lower body mass index. Furthermore, 
red meat, a favorite food among many 
men, is a suspected risk agent.

Harvard School of Public Health re-
searchers have found a strong associa-
tion between the regular consumption 
of red meat—particularly processed 
options like bacon and hot dogs—and a 
higher risk of developing Type 2 diabe-
tes. Their study notes that replacing red 
meat with healthier proteins, such as 
low-fat dairy, nuts or whole grains, can 
significantly lower the risk.

CAN CANNED BPA

Think twice before sipping soda or 
soup that comes in a can. A recent 

study by Harvard School of Public 
Health researchers discovered people 
that ate one serving of canned food 
daily for five days had significantly 
elevated levels of bisphenol-A (BPA), 
an endocrine disrupter sometimes 
found in plastic bottles, that also lines 
most food and drink cans. Studies 
have linked high urine levels of BPA 
to cardiovascular disease, diabetes 
and other health conditions. The spike 
in BPA levels recorded by the Harvard 
researchers was one of the highest 
seen in any study.
 
Source: Journal of the American  
Medical Association
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News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together 
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all. 

globalbriefs

Auto Immune
Toxicity Report on  
New Car Interiors
The consumer watchdog Ecology 
Center’s HealthyStuff.org, a product 
test results website, points out that 
there is more to green vehicles than 
fuel economy. That new-car smell 
can include a toxic mix of chemicals 
carried over from the manufacturing 
of seats, steering wheels, dashboards 
and armrests. The group’s fourth annual report on more than 200 model year 2011 
and 2012 vehicles gave the Honda Civic and CR-Z and the Toyota Prius top marks 
for the least interior pollution, while the Kia Soul, Chrysler 200 SC and Mitsubishi 
Outlander ranked as the worst.

The researchers tested for toxic heavy metals such as lead and mercury, and 
cancer-causing chemicals like benzene and brominated flame retardants. “Auto-
mobiles function as chemical reactors, creating one of the most hazardous envi-
ronments we spend time in,” says Jeff Gearhart, research director of the Ann Arbor, 
Michigan-based nonprofit.

No mandatory testing or regulation of the chemicals used in vehicle manu-
facturing exists, so consumers face a lack of helpful information. The use of some 
chemicals has voluntarily declined since 2006, but many cars continue to contain 
chemical levels that consumer advocates consider unsafe. The biggest decrease has 
been in the use of plastics made with the highly toxic polyvinyl chloride (PVC), as 
well as bromine, chromium leather dyes and lead.

View the full list of cars in the report at Tinyurl.com/carsrated.

Social Service
Meetup Celebrates 10th Anniversary
June 12 marks 10 years of online social col-
laboration through the Meetup network, formed 
in the aftermath of the September 2001 (9/11) 
tragedy. Co-founder and CEO Scott Heiferman 
says, “I was living a couple of miles from the 
Twin Towers, and was the kind of person who 
thought local community doesn’t matter much 
if we’ve got the Internet and TV. The only time I 
thought about my neighbors was when I hoped 
they wouldn’t bother me.”

Then, suddenly, people started helping each other and meeting up with each 
other and the idea for Meetup was born. Each of more than 100,000 Meetup 
groups starts with people simply saying hello to neighbors. Membership is 10 
million and growing.

To join in, visit Meetup.com.

For more information 
about advertising and how  

you can participate, call

704-499-3327

Summer’s  
Here!

 Make the most of 
healthy outdoor fun.

We have marvelous 
ways to celebrate.

COMING IN JULY
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Where’s Poppa?
Dads’ Roles Changing with the 
Times
A Pew Research Center analysis of 
the National Survey of Family Growth 
(NSFG) confirms the continuation of 
a 50-year trend leading to more than 
one in four fathers of children 18 or 
younger living apart from their children; 
11 percent live separately from some of 
their children and 16 percent from all of 
them. Logically, the study further shows 
that fathers living with their children 
become more intensely involved in their 
lives, spending more time with them and 
taking part in a greater variety of activi-
ties, such as sharing meals, helping with homework and playing.

Black fathers (44 percent) are more than twice as likely as white fathers (21 per-
cent) to live apart from their children, while Hispanic fathers (35 percent) are in the 
middle. Among fathers that never completed high school, 40 percent live apart from 
their children, compared with only 7 percent of fathers that graduated from college.

Many absent fathers try to compensate by communicating via email, social 
media or phone. Almost half say they are in touch with their children several times 
a week, but nearly one-third communicate less than once a month. Twenty percent 
say they visit their children more than once a week, but 27 percent have not seen 
their children in the past year.

Source: PewForum.org

Concerned Citizens
Public Demands GMO Food Labeling

A campaign by Just Label It (JustLabelIt.org), a 
national coalition of 500 diverse organizations 
dedicated to the mandatory labeling of ge-
netically engineered (GE) or modified organism 
(GMO) foods, has united 1 million Americans of 
all political affiliations to demand that the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) require the 
practice.

“Pink slime, deadly melons, tainted turkeys 
and BPA in our soup have put us all on notice 
that what we eat and feed our families is criti-
cally important,” says Ken Cook, president of 
the Environmental Working Group. “Americans 
overwhelmingly demand safety, transparency and 
labeling of genetically engineered foods. It’s time 
for the FDA to come clean and restore public 
confidence in our food system.”

According to a political opinion survey conducted by The Mellman Group, 
pollster Mark Mellman explains, “Few topics other than motherhood and apple 
pie can muster over 90 percent support, but labeling of GE foods is one of those 
few views that are held almost unanimously.”

Colorado author Robyn O’Brien, founder of the AllergyKids Foundation, 
remarks, “Americans want more information for their families. Like allergen label-
ing, GE food labels would provide essential and possibly life-saving information for 
anyone with a food allergy.”

DAWN PETALINO  I  704.302.4884
Transformational Coach/Practitioner 
newraiseoflight.dawn@gmail.com 

newraise-of-light.com

BEYOND JUST ENERGY. 

If you’re lucky, your healing will come in the 
form you anticipated; if you’re really lucky, it will 
come in one you haven’t thought of, one the 
Universe designed specifically for you . . . 

THE RECONNECTION

Do you feel called to step into  
your life purpose now?

DONE ONCE IN A LIFETIME  
FOR LIFE PURPOSE  

& SOUL EVOLUTION

Reconnective Healing

All art is  
but imitation  

of nature.
~Lucius Annaeus Seneca
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Bad Air
Smog Pollution Threatens  
National Parks
The nonprofit Sierra Club is waging a fun-
draising campaign to protect U.S. national 
parks from the effects of power plants burning 
dirty coal. Executive Director Michael Brune 
reports, “Nearly one-third of all national 
parks exceed pollution safety levels.” To date, 
the club has been successful in stopping con-
struction of 160 coal-fired plants.

Natural Resources Defense Council (nrdc.org) analyses show that not only 
cities, but seaside suburbs and rural areas as well, are reporting health-threatening 
“bad air days” during the summer due to smog pollution.

Some 250 communities and parks in nearly 40 states, led by California, rou-
tinely experience one or more “code orange” dangerous air days, deemed unsafe for 
children, older adults and those with breathing problems to be outside. More than 
2,000 air quality alerts occurred nationwide in the first seven months of 2011, with 
many areas having long periods of days marred by elevated smog levels.

The push for cleaner air comes amid ongoing Environmental Protection Agency de-
lays in approving updated air pollution standards, which the council notes could annu-
ally save thousands of American lives and eliminate tens of thousands of asthma attacks.

globalbriefs

Sky Scrapers
‘Living’ Buildings Might Inhale Urban Carbon Emissions
Dr. Rachel Armstrong, a senior TED fellow and co-director of Avatar, a research 
group exploring advanced technologies in architecture, is promoting the de-
velopment of buildings with “lungs” that could absorb carbon emissions and 
convert them into something useful and “skin” that could control interior tem-
peratures without radiators or air-conditioning. She projects that, “Over the next 
40 years, these ‘living’ buildings, biologically programmed to extract carbon 
dioxide out of the atmosphere, could fill our cities.”

It’s an application of synthetic biology, a new science devoted to the manu-
facture of lifelike matter from synthesized chemicals that engineers create to 
behave like organic microorganisms, with the added benefit that they can be 
manipulated to do things nature can’t. Armstrong calls them protocells.

She explains, “A protocell could be mixed with wall paint and programmed to pro-
duce limestone when exposed to carbon [emissions] on the surface of a building. Then 
you’ve got a paint that can actually eat carbon and change it into a shell-like substance.”

As an added feature, protocells could  
naturally heal micro-fractures in walls, 
channeling through tiny breaks and help-
ing to extend the life of the structure. 
Plus, says Armstrong, “The thickness 
of the limestone will grow over 
time, creating insulation and al-
lowing the building to retain more 
heat or [else] sheltering it from heat-
ing up underneath the sun.”

Source: Tinyurl.com/7bcqa8x
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Mow, Mow, Mow Your Lawn…  
Or Mow Less, Sustainably

by Paul Tukey

For some, mowing is the bane of summer; a choking, chugging chore to abhor. For 
others, it’s an artistic expression—the chance to maintain and admire a property’s 
carefully crafted aesthetic look while logging some laps around the lawn. Whether 
we enjoy it or prefer leaving the task to someone else, several considerations can 
make the experience less laborious, less polluting and even lighter on the budget 
as fuel prices rise.

Start high and stay high. Resist 
the temptation to mow the family lawn to 
resemble a closely shaved golf green. Far 
better results are achieved by adjusting 
the machine’s blade to the top setting and 
leaving it there until after Labor Day. Taller 
grass in the spring shades the surface of 
the soil, so that crabgrass and other weed 
seeds can’t sprout as much. High levels 
in the summer conserve moisture and 
encourage deep root growth, so that the 
lawn becomes more drought-tolerant.

The fastest way to harm a lawn is by 
mowing too low—less than three inches 
for most grass species. Exceptions are 
Bermuda grass or seashore paspalum in 
the South, or bent grass in the North, all 
of which do best when mowed at one to 
two inches high.

Fertilize naturally. Organic fertil-
izers derived from plant or animal by-
products work with the soil’s biology to 
feed the lawn slowly and evenly. Leave 
the grass clippings on the lawn, which 
quickly biodegrade to provide more free, 
natural lawn food.

The natural approach to nourishing 
a lawn requires less frequent mowing 
and makes it more adaptable to long 

dry spells. Synthetic chemical fertilizers, which are formulated to stimulate a lot of 
growth quickly, are designed to demand more mowing and watering.

Get grass off of gas. If a lawn is a third of an acre (15,000 square 
feet) or less, consider this: Today’s “push” or motorless mowers are not our 
grandfathers’ heavy wood and steel models. Manufactured from high-grade 
plastics, lightweight metals and precision blades that rarely need sharpening, 
the modern mowers cut grass cleanly and are a breeze to use. They are the 
healthiest choice for people, lawn and planet. For larger acreage, new mod-
els powered by propane burn cleaner than gasoline-run engines.

Paul Tukey is author of The Organic Lawn Care Manual and Tag, Toss & Run: 40 
Classic Lawn Games. Find more tips at SafeLawns.org.

ecotip

The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency reports 
that a single hour of oper-
ating a new gas-powered 
lawn mower emits the same 
volume of volatile organic 
compounds and nitrogen 
oxides as 11 new cars, each 
driven for one hour.
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Athletes’ hunger for new ways to 
exercise, challenge and express 
themselves continually prompts the 

evolution of new sports, often rooted in 
earlier pursuits. Windsurfing, snowboard-
ing and mountain biking are examples.
 Now, a growing number of parkour 
practitioners are springboarding and 
combining ingredients from multiple 
sports and activities in an effort to defy 
gravity using nothing but sturdy shoes 
and props.
 First popularized in France, park-
our means “of the course” (specifically, 
an obstacle course)—a form of acro-
batic freerunning, spiked with vaulting, 
somersaulting, jumping and climbing; 
even running up and over walls. Based 
on exacting training, street athletes 
overcome or use a creative range of ob-
stacles in their immediate environment.
 Such moves have been popular-
ized by movie stars such as Jackie 
Chan and Daniel Craig’s James Bond 
in the opening scenes of Quantum 
of Solace, as well as You Tube post-
ings. First deemed an unconventional, 
strictly urban, under-the-radar 
training method, parkour is 
increasingly viewed as 

a way for serious athletes in demand-
ing sports to train and secure an edge. 
Adult men and women that competed 
in gymnastics, track and field or diving 
in their youth particularly enjoy reviv-
ing earlier skills.

Check it Out
American Parkour (APK), headquartered 
in Washington, D.C., considers itself the 
leading such community in the world. 
Established in 2005 by Mark Toorock, 
its website now hosts 90,000-plus 
registered users and is visited monthly 
by 100,000 inquirers. It provides news, 
daily workout emails, training guides, 
advice for beginners, instructional 
tutorials, guidelines for local recreation, 
and photo and video galleries.

       Toorock, who played high 
school soccer and was then a 
serious martial artist in oom 
yung doe, kung fu and capoei-
ra (which bridges dancing and 
gymnastics), was instantly 
hooked in 2003 when he 

saw a video of 
David Belle; the 
French native and 
acknowledged 
founder of parkour 

has appeared in 20-
plus movies and commer-

cials since 2000. “It was so 
different and authentic, what 

he was doing,” he says.

Do You Parkour?
Using the World as a Fitness Playground

by Randy Kambic

fitbody
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 After opening the first parkour and 
freerunning gym at Primal Fitness, in 
D.C., in 2006, APK expanded to locations 
in Gainesville, Florida, and San Antonio, 
Texas. All offer an introductory session, 
full supervised parkour curriculum, boot 
camps, women-specific classes, summer 
camps and freerunning classes.
 Toorock co-created and co-produced 
Jump City: Seattle, eight, one-hour parkour 
action shows to introduce more people 
to the concept (G4TV.com). Other fitness 
centers that now focus on parkour include: 
Base Fitness, in Noblesville, Indiana; Apex 
Movement, outside of Denver; Parkour 
Visions, in Seattle; Miami Freerunning, in 
Florida; and Fight or Flight Academy, in 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota. More clubs are 
getting up to speed nationwide, with the 
San Antonio parks and recreation depart-
ment currently adding a parkour park. 

Tap Into the Energy
“Parkour allows adults to either contin-
ue or learn gymnastics for the first time 
in a new, creative context,” Toorock 
says. Natalie Strasser, a competitive 

gymnast for 13 years, including at  
Kent State University, is a Los Angeles-
based APK-sponsored athlete and 
conducts workshops.
 Travis Graves, head trainer for APK 
Academies, which trains teachers, says, 
“One of the first priorities for begin-
ners is instilling a respect for the forces 
and impact of landings, so we work on 
rolling, balance and footwork.” He also 
emphasizes the importance of thorough 
warm-up and cool-down periods, as 
well as overall safety guidelines.
 “Some women might feel intimi-
dated, as most of what they see on  
You Tube are teenagers or young men 
doing their thing,” comments Graves. 
“But anyone can experiment and  
develop his or her own parkour style  
at their own comfort level.”
 Lisa Peterson, of McLean, Virginia, 
was first attracted to parkour’s creative 
movements, which represented a per-
sonal next step after years as a teacher 
and performer in ballet, ballroom and 
Argentine tango dancing. “As a victim 
of child abuse, I am always looking for 

ways to strengthen my confidence and 
self-esteem,” she says. “Parkour has 
done that for me.”
 APK regularly holds community 
gathering “jams” around the country.  
We encourage everyone to follow our 
guidelines, notes Toorock, although we 
can’t say that other methods are wrong.
 “Everyone has a sphere of capa-
bilities. We help individuals expand 
safely and in proper progression,” he 
explains. “Some beginners may wear 
protective gear like gloves or shin 
guards but almost always relinquish 
them because they don’t want to rely 
on them, but take full responsibility  
for themselves and gain full freedom  
of movement. 
  “The world is a playground,” he 
concludes. “Parkour just makes more 
use of more of it.”

Learn more at AmericanParkour.com 
and DavidBelle.com.

Randy Kambic is a freelance editor and 
writer in Estero, FL, and a copyeditor for 
Natural Awakenings.
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Nurture
Your Business

Secure this special  
ad placement!  

 
Our readers 

are looking for  
YOU.

Contact us for  
more information.

704.499.3327
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com

inspiration

It happens to all of us. We wake up 
one day and realize that we have 
been here before—just like yesterday 

and the day before that. Today is des-
tined to be the same as all the others: 
safe, comfortable… and boring.
 Often, we need to engage in new 
experiences to be more vital and happy. 
Research from psychiatrist and neurosci-
entist Dr. Gregory Berns, Ph.D., author 
of Satisfaction, shows that our brains 
benefit from new experiences so much 
so that the process releases the feel-good 
chemical dopamine. According to a 
study published in the journal Neuron, 
it is even triggered by the mere expecta-
tion of a new experience. Researchers 
call this the “exploration bonus.”
 We are born to explore. Dr. Norman 
Doidge, author of The Brain that Changes 
Itself, maintains that connections be-
tween brain neurons, called dendrites, 
develop in response to new experiences, 
and they shrink or vanish altogether if 
they’re not stimulated with new informa-
tion. To keep our brains happy, we have 
to keep moving forward into the new.
 If novelty feels so good and does 
good things for us, why do we usually 
stick with what we know? The answer 
lies deep in the emotional center of 
the brain, called the amygdala, which 
perceives the unknown as potentially 
threatening. As a result, we often over-
estimate the potential risk inherent in a 
new experience and underestimate the 
consequences of playing it safe.
 The good news is that we can over-
ride this default. Here are some practical 

ways to build the necessary life skills—
our venture aptitude—to pursue new 
experiences and really start living.
 Do it to do it. When you approach 
an experience with this attitude, there is 
no harm to your self-worth because your 
objective isn’t the result, but the experi-
ence; the pursuit of knowledge, chal-
lenge or enjoyment—and that’s egoless.
 Advance into the fear. You inflame 
fear by running from it, and you reduce 
it with every step that you take facing 
straight at it.
 Make the unknown more know-
able. Knowledge trumps irrational 
fears. Talk to others that have par-
ticipated in experiences you wish to 
engage in. Do research.
 Don’t look at the mountaintop. 
Break down big goals (running a race, 
acting in a neighborhood play) into 
small, incremental goals (running 
around the block, taking a beginner’s 
voice class) to build competence  
and confidence.
 Dabble. Sample the offerings. Try 
several different classes or events to see 
which ones excite you the most.
 Judge your life by how much you 
try, not by the results. That removes the 
fear and alibis, and puts you squarely 
in the center of the place where you 
are at your happiest—absorbed in life-
affirming experiences.

Joe Robinson is a work-life-balance trainer 
and coach, and author of Don’t Miss Your 
Life. He shares motivational essays at  
DontMissYourLife.net.

BORN TO EXPLORE
by Joe Robinson
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Growing up in rural Iowa, Shannon Binns spent much 
of his childhood playing in the woods and creek 
near his home and growing food in a neighborhood 

garden. He acknowledges his mother’s appreciation for nature 
and all things wild as having a lasting influence on him.  
 But reading David Orr’s book Earth in Mind in 2002 
had a profound impact on his level of awareness about what 
we have done to our planet’s natural systems and the con-
sequences this has for all living things, ourselves included. 
Binns, who has a Master of Public Administration in Envi-
ronmental Science and Policy, made a conscious decision to 
dedicate his work to environmental education.  
 “When I moved to Charlotte in 2007, I became aware of 
the negative impacts that resulted from the city’s poorly planned 
growth: severe air pollution, growing traffic congestion, dramat-
ic tree loss, heavily polluted waterways, worsening segregation 

along racial and socioeconomic lines, and a designation as one 
of the nation’s least sustainable cities,” Binns explains. 
 These issues inspired Binns to start Sustain Charlotte, a non-
profit organization helping to advance a region-wide sustainabil-
ity movement by serving as a catalyst for change. The effort brings 
government officials, business leaders and citizens together on 
sustainable initiatives that advance Charlotte’s economic vitality, 
social equity and environmental quality. He believes we all have 
the capacity to be better stewards of our planet.
 “All of us have the opportunity each day to either im-
prove or harm the health of our environment, and therefore 
the quality of our lives and our community by the choices 
that we make: how we get around, what we eat, how much 
energy we use, whether we participate in our democracy be-
yond election day, and so on. We have so much more power 
than we realize.”

To learn more visit SustainCharlotte.com.

Sustainable Man
Shannon Binns, Sustain Charlotte Founder 

by Lisa Moore
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“Soon, the brave little tailor and 
the beautiful Princess Minnie 
were happily married. And to 

think it all began with seven dead flies.”
 So ends The Brave Little Tailor, star-
ring Mickey Mouse. Whenever I con-
cluded reading with those words and 
attempted to close the well-worn book, 
I was inevitably hit with a chorus of, 
“Aw, Dad,” as they yearned for more.
 Why had my offspring narrowed 
the book selections to so few pre-
dictable favorites? Although the kids 
loved it, the constant repetition got 
to me. I rather empathized with the 
darker side of the original Brothers 
Grimm version of the tale.
 It’s not that I was opposed to pull-
ing story duty. Children take comfort 
in the familiarity and lasting values of 
classic storylines. But at reading time, 
temptation whispered, “What they want 
is your time. It doesn’t matter what you 
read; just read…”
 A brief motor racing vignette in 
Road & Track, perhaps, or the latest ma-
jor league baseball trade analyses from 
Sports Illustrated?

 My mind would wander. They’d 
scold me.
 “Dad! You just said the little tailor 
caught seven flies in a row. It’s, ‘Seven 
flies at one blow,’ Dad.” Busted. Sadly, it 
wasn’t long before I was caught yet again.
 “Dad! It was Chicken Little who 
thought the sky was falling and The Little 
Red Hen who worked to bake the bread 
her lazy friends wouldn’t lift a finger to 
make. You always get them mixed up.”
 Verbal slips aside, the kids crowded 
closer. They jockeyed for position against 
my chest, listening to the whoosh of my 
heart, the cadence of the words and the 
conviction of my voice reverberating into 
their inner ears, down along their spinal 
columns and deep into their souls.
 Still, given the choice between 
Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle or the daily stock 
quotations, I’m afraid that Wall Street 
often muscled the good woman aside.
 My wife urged me to persist. “The 
children have me all day. If only for 
a half-hour every night, you’ve got a 
solid grip on the children. Don’t let 
them slip away.”
 Okay, I thought. Just as Mrs. 

Piggle-Wiggle had her magical cures for 
never-want-to-go-to-bedders, surely I 
could find a cure for my reading ennui. 
In fact, taking a page from the Little 
Tailor’s playbook, I found seven.
 First, I sometimes invited a “guest” 
reader. A Grover hand puppet and a grav-
elly voice kept me alert, delighted the kids 
and gave those stories a fresh new lease.
 The second remedy was to turn off 
the TV, ignore the phone and read by a 
lone lamplight that ringed me and my 
audience in a cozy glow.
 Third, for variety, we’d sometimes 
read in a “secret” place. Goldilocks 
acquires a new dimension when read 
under the kitchen table.
 My fourth remedy was to introduce 
dinner readings. “For the first course,” I’d 
say, “a heaping helping of Hansel and 
Gretel.” Tomato soup and grilled cheese 
sandwiches lend themselves nicely to 
this departure from standard fare.
 Fifth, I’d occasionally take a break by 
playing a talking book episode. It made 
old standbys like Tom Sawyer fresh again.
 As a sixth solution, when I assigned 
the kids parts in a story the plot took 
on a dimension that would often make 
us giggle. Even very young children 
that haven’t learned to read are able 
to memorize well-loved passages and 
recite lines verbatim.
 The seventh remedy was to spin 
original tales. When I was a boy, my 
mother created an entire forest world 
populated by clever animals: Fox, the sly 
one; Owl, the fusty Winston Churchill; 
and Beetle Boy, the action hero. I took 
what she began and created Further 
Adventures from the Deep, Dark Wood.
       While I didn’t feel every inch the pol-
ished spinner of tales early on, neither did 
I abdicate the richly fulfilling role of chief 
reader for our little tribe. The more interest 
I showed their beloved classics, the closer 
they snuggled. Remedies in hand, my atti-
tude improved. I relaxed and became less 
attached to my “other” reading material. 
At story time, I soaked up the hugs, the 
laughter and the love. Truth be told, I came 
to like having the most luxurious—and 
requested—lap around.

Clint Kelly, a communications specialist for 
Seattle Pacific University, in Washington, 
authors tales for children and adults on 
topics ranging from dinosaurs to child rear-
ing. Connect at ClintKellyBooks.com.

healthykids

DAD’S GOLDEN 
STORY HOUR
Kids Listen with their Entire Being

by Clint Kelly
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Dads Booked as 
Heroes

by Jeremy Adam Smith

Fathers show up comparatively rarely 
in children’s books. According to 
a review of 200 children’s books 

by David Anderson, Ph.D., and Mykol 
Hamilton, Ph.D., fathers appeared about 
half as often as mothers. Mothers were 10 
times more likely to be depicted taking 
care of babies than fathers and twice as 
likely to be seen nurturing older children.
Choose from this list of books that depict 
dads as co-parents and primary caregivers.

� Mama’s Home!, by Paul Vos Ben-
kowski, illustrated by Jennifer Herbert 
(Chronicle Books, ages 1-3)

� Kisses for Daddy, by Frances Watts 
and David Legge 

� The Bunny Book (also published as 
When Bunny Grows Up), by Patricia M. 
and Richard Scarry (Golden Books)

� The Complete Adventures of Curious 
George, by Margret and H.A. Rey

� Daddy’s Lullaby, by Tony Bradman, 
illustrated by Jason Cockcroft (Margaret 
K. McElderry Books, ages 2-5)

� My Dad, by Anthony Browne (ages 2-5)

� Daddy’s Home!, by Rosanne D. 
Parry, illustrated by David Leonard

� My Daddy and I, by P.K. Hallinan, 
author and illustrator 

� Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale 
(sequel is Knuffle Bunny Too: A Case 
of Mistaken Identity), by Mo Willems 
(Hyperion, ages 2-6)

� And Tango Makes Three, by Peter Par-
nell and Justin Richardson, illustrated by 
Henry Cole (Simon & Schuster, ages 3-7)

� A Father Like That, by Charlotte 
Zolotow, illustrated by LeUyen Pham 
(HarperCollins, ages 3-7)

� Danny, Champion of the World, by 
Roald Dahl, illustrated by Quentin 
Blake (Knopf, ages 8-12)

Jeremy Adam Smith is the author  
of The Daddy Shift and co-editor  
of Rad Dad: Dispatches from the  
Frontiers of Fatherhood. Connect at  
JeremyAdamSmith.com.
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Hormone  
Help for Guys
Natural Ways to Boost Vitality
by James Occhiogrosso

Without hormones, the body’s 
chemical messengers affect-
ing every human biologi-

cal system, nothing works correctly. 
Testosterone, in particular, is critically 
important for male development, start-
ing in the embryo, through puberty and 
into old age.
 After reaching peak levels in a 
man during his mid-to-late-20s, his tes-
tosterone level begins a slow decline. 
From the age of about 35, it drops by 
about 10 percent per decade for the 
rest of his life, accompanied by a slight 
increase in estrogen levels.
 While women experience physical 
markers when they enter menopause, 
there is no specific point at which men 
typically enter andropause, the less 
extreme male version of the change of 
life due to low hormone production. 
Related changes usually cause minor 
problems at first and then tend to be-
come more severe.
 Medical studies from Seattle’s 
Veterans Administration Puget Sound 
Health Care System, the University 
of Washington and Harvard Univer-
sity show that testosterone deficiency 
contributes to reduced muscle and 
bone mass, male breast enlargement, 
depression, atherosclerosis, anemia 
and diabetes.

Test First
Hormones travel the bloodstream in 
bound and unbound (free) forms; only 
the free ones activate various body func-
tions. When evaluating a man, a doctor 
will typically order a blood test for total 
testosterone, combining both forms.

 Older men often can show a nor-
mal total testosterone level, but have a 
low level of free testosterone. A saliva 
test brings clarity, because saliva only 
contains free hormones. Fifty-plus-
year-old men with low free 
testosterone that show signs of 
hormone imbalance should 
consider natural supplementa-
tion, even when total testos-
terone is normal. It’s best to test 
before starting a rebalancing 
program and to retest after a few 
months. Establishing a record 
over time allows a man to monitor 
and adjust progress.

Hormone Help  
Starts Here
Taking supportive steps in 
nutrition and lifestyle choices 
can make a big difference.
 Diet. Proper nutrition, 
embracing a full complement 
of vitamins and minerals, 
is essential. Eliminate red 
meat, cheese, fast food 

and processed snack foods, which can 
increase estrogen levels. Herbal supple-
ments such as Tribulus (Tribulus terres-
tris), or puncture vine; ginkgo (Ginkgo 
biloba), Korean red ginseng (Panex 
ginseng) and maca (Lepidium meyenii 
or Lepidium peruvianum) can help by 
increasing testosterone levels, sexual 
libido or erectile function. Some influ-
ence testosterone levels directly; others 
help enhance function by indirectly 
providing nutrients to improve circula-
tion and general sexual health. 
 Weight control. Excess fat, par-
ticularly around the abdomen, stores 
and produces estrogen. Reducing fat 
tissue can help both lower estrogen and 
enhance testosterone.
 Environmental exposure. Endo-
crine disruptors, called xenoestro-
gens, from everyday exposure to toxic 
estrogenic industrial chemicals, can 

mimic the effects of estrogen in 
a man’s body. These routinely 

appear in petrochemicals, 
pesticides, pharmaceu-
ticals, dairy products, 
meats, canned foods, 
personal care products 
and plastics. Bisphenol-

A (BPA) in the lining 
of metal food cans 

is particularly 
dangerous. 

healingways

“When a man 
with low testos-
terone restores 
his level back to  
its biological 
norm—he feels  
like a man again!”

 ~ Dr. Eugene R. Shippen
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Avoid microwaving foods in plastic 
containers, even when they are labeled 
as microwave-safe.
 Research medications. Dr. Eugene 
R. Shippen, co-author of The Testoster-
one Syndrome, states, “High-dose statin 
drugs used to lower cholesterol definitely 
lower testosterone levels and are high on 
the list of causes of erectile dysfunction.”
 Exercise. Physically inactive peo-
ple lose up to 5 percent of their total 
muscle mass per decade. Exercise helps 
to lower estrogen levels and enhance 
testosterone levels.

Testosterone Supplements
Past incorrect beliefs that testosterone 
replacement therapy causes prostate 
cancer left many medical practitioners 
reluctant to prescribe it. The latest 
scientific research shows that a healthy 
man does not increase the risk by rais-
ing his testosterone level to the normal 
biological range for his age. Renowned 
medical oncologist and prostate cancer 
researcher and survivor, Dr. Charles 
“Snuffy” Myers, has stated, “There is ab-
solutely no hint that testosterone at high 
levels correlates with prostate cancer.” 
He founded the American Institute for 

To find a local compound-
ing pharmacy for natural 
bioidentical testosterone 
skin cream, as prescribed 
by a medical practitioner, 
visit iacprx.org.

Diseases of the Prostate, near Charlot-
tesville, Virginia.
 Natural bioidentical testosterone 
cream labeled USP, for United States 
Pharmacopeia standard, is available at 
compounding pharmacies. Bioidentical 
means that a substance has the same 
chemical form as that produced by the 
human body.
 Other forms of testosterone 
therapy, including biweekly injec-
tions, skin patches and pills, typically 
employ synthetic chemicals that are 
similar, but not identical, to natural 
testosterone. Thus, such products are 
not completely recognizable by the 
body. About 15 years ago, bestselling 
author and hormone balancing expert 
Dr. John R. Lee published his startling 
conclusion that synthetic hormones 

can cause serious side effects, includ-
ing an increased risk of stroke, cancer 
and liver damage. His findings were 
subsequently confirmed by the Wom-
en’s Health Initiative study. Injections, 
skin patches and pills subject the body 
to unnatural fluctuations in testoster-
one and estrogen. In contrast, skin 
creams permit precise daily or periodic 
dosing as prescribed by a qualified 
health care practitioner.
 As they age, some men strongly 
feel the effects of a cumulative decline 
in testosterone levels and experience 
significant symptoms, while others 
barely notice it. Restoring testosterone 
to its biological norm can be rewarding. 
Remember that hormones are powerful 
and a little can go a long way. Beyond 
a prescribed amount, more is not better 
and can reverse benefits. 

James Occhiogrosso, a natural health 
practitioner and master herbalist, spe-
cializes in salivary hormone testing and 
natural hormone balancing for men and 
women. For a phone consultation,  
call 239-498-1547, email DrJim@ 
HealthNaturallyToday.com or visit  
HealthNaturallyToday.com.
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When Jeanna Freeman vaca-
tioned at Earthshine Moun-
tain Lodge, in Lake Toxaway, 

North Carolina, she wasn’t sure what to 
expect. Touted as a “techno-amenity-
free property,” it specializes in off-the-
grid getaways (EarthshineLodge.com), 
meaning no in-room TV and a chance to 
digitally detox. Guests are encouraged 
to ditch their cell phones and laptops 
in favor of a zip line adventure through 
the Smoky Mountains forest canopy and 
laid back log cabin informality.
 “Honestly, it was exhilarating 
being away from my cell phone,” 
admits Freeman, an interior designer 
from Collierville, Tennessee. “I hadn’t 
felt that good and ‘connected’ in a 
long time. I didn’t realize how much I 
needed that.”
 Her experience highlights the new 
buzzwords and phrases in vacation 
travel: unplug, reconnect, digital detox 
and healthy escape. What is it about 

unplugging that seems so refreshing 
and like an ideal vacation?
 Nicholas Carr, author of The Shal-
lows: What the Internet Is Doing to 
Our Brains, explains that, “Using the 
Internet pushes us to a skimming and 
scanning form of thinking.” He occa-
sionally unplugs to recover his atten-
tion span, noting, “A lot of our deepest 
thoughts only emerge when we’re able 
to pay attention to one thing.”
 For memoirist Pico Iyer, author 
of The Man Within My Head, “The 
urgency of slowing down—to find the 
time and space to think—is nothing 
new.” What is new is figuring out work-
able definitions of stillness and move-
ment when we spend a lot of our time 
physically still, but mentally in motion. 
 A noted travel writer for 20 years, 
Iyer likes to stay at monasteries around 
the world. He concludes, “Wiser souls 
have always reminded us that the more 
attention we pay to the moment, the 

less time and energy we have to expend 
to place it in some larger context.” We 
can just simply be.
 Healthy vacation escapes help us 
do just that. We regenerate, reconnect 
with ourselves and others and re-imag-
ine our lives in a more satisfying context. 

Personal Growth: 
The Mind 
MJ Goff was on a magazine writing 
assignment the first time she visited the 
Omega Institute, in Rhinebeck, New 
York (eOmega.org). As a student of 
New Age theories and a potential yoga 
teacher, Goff says she welcomed the 
opportunity to learn more. Once she 
attended the women’s retreat she was 
researching, she was hooked. “Every 
year since, I find myself being drawn to 
Omega for its promotion of meditation 
and overall encouragement of ‘staying 
in the present,’” she says. “All the pro-
grams stem from one mission: to keep 
us on the right path.”
 Talks by internationally known 
speakers such as Joan Borysenko, Eck-
hart Tolle, Harville Hendrix and Daniel 
Amen are complemented by sessions in 
nurturing creativity, holistic health, and 
yoga practice. “People smile, but also 
keep to themselves,” explains Goff. “It’s 
a place for quieting your mind.”
 For shorter getaways, Hay House, 
headquartered in Carlsbad, California, 
sponsors weekend I Can Do It! semi-
nars in various cities (HayHouse.com). 
Speakers such as Louise Hay, Gregg 
Braden, Wayne Dyer and Caroline 
Myss help attendees nudge closer to 
making milestone transformations, 
consciousness shifts and progress on 
their healing journeys.
 Sometimes, personal growth simply 
involves sufficient quiet time to walk, 
contemplate and reconnect with our 
muse. “The real meaning of the word 
‘retreat’ in the spiritual sense,” says 
Brother David Steindl-Rast, a Benedic-
tine monk, “is stepping back. When one 
steps back, one gets a better view of the 
world, others and our deepest self.”
 Iyer finds solace at New Camaldoli 
Heritage, a Benedictine community 
amidst the rugged terrain of Big Sur, 
California (Contemplation.com). More 
than 2,000 monasteries and other 
spiritual communities throughout North 

HEALTHY 
ESCAPES
Unplugged Getaways Rebalance Our Lives

by Judith Fertig
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America offer off-the-beaten-path 
retreats at reasonable prices and gener-
ally welcome guests of all religions and 
spiritual practices. The one requirement 
is that guests not disturb others.
 At Ghost Ranch, in the high desert 
of Abiquiu, New Mexico, “The scenery 
alone is spiritual and healing,” relates 
Nancy Early, a New York film producer. 
Under the auspices of the Presbyterian 
Church, activities encourage individual 
and social transformation (NewMexico-
GhostRanch.org). Early says the best 
part is, “There’s one pay phone, and 
cell phones don’t work here; no TV or 
radio. You walk away from everything 
that controls your life.”

Optimal Wellness: 
Mind/Body 
Sometimes the healthy escape we seek 
can be found at a destination spa, 
which combines enough structure to 
slowly wean us from daily busyness 
with sufficient soothing, quiet spaces 
and physical nurturing.
 For Debbie Phillips—who spends 
part of the year in Martha’s Vineyard, 
Massachusetts, and the other part in 
Naples, Florida—one visit to a spa was 
all it took. As an executive and life 
coach, Phillips founded Women on Fire 
in 2003 to connect her “on fire” clients 
with each other via regional meetings 
and a free online newsletter, and dis-
covered that the condition sometimes 
crosses the line into overwork.
 “My first visit to a spa more than 
20 years ago was when I first learned 
about the life-changing benefits of tak-
ing better care of myself. In addition to 
the soothing amenities, the peace, calm 
and quiet usually found at a spa—space 
to think, nap, read a book or gaze into 
the sky—often results in ‘less’ becom-
ing ‘more’ in your life,” Phillips says. 
“I have returned home feeling lighter 
and brighter and even more excited for 
what is next. The experience gave me 
just the boost I needed to keep going.”
 Recently, Phillips discovered simple 
techniques to nurture herself all year long 
by attending a breathing and meditation 
class at the Lake Austin Spa, in Texas. 
“Now I start each day with long, deep 
breaths before I even get out of bed,” 
she says. “It is so simple, so calming and 
establishes my day with peace.”

The time to relax is when 
you don’t have time for it. 

~Sydney J. Harris
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 Virginia Nelson, a San Diego, 
California, attorney, likewise revels 
in her twice-yearly visits to Canyon 
Ranch, in Tucson, Arizona. “The pace 
in southern California is like running a 
marathon every day. My visits serve as 
respites that have allowed me to keep 
up with it this long.
 “I first went in 1991 and saw a 
place to go and cocoon,” recounts 
Nelson, “but I also discovered incred-
ible fitness and education classes.” The 
spa is essentially a reset button for her. 
“It’s rest, rejuvenation and reinven-
tion.” Canyon Ranch has several U.S. 
locations (CanyonRanch.com).
 Some facilities feature niche 
mind/body experiences, such as the 
psychic massage or chakra balanc-
ing at Mii Amo Spa, in Sedona, 
Arizona (EnchantmentResort.com). 
Others specialize in holistic wellness. 
Tucson’s Miraval Resort, in Arizona, 
offers an integrative wellness program 
guided by Dr. Andrew Weil (Tinyurl.
com/6p2l237). Chill-out spa services 
like a hot stone massage are often bal-
anced by breath walking, qigong or 
desert tightrope walking. 

Active Adventure: 
The Body
Finding a clear stillpoint of one’s soul 
can also occur while moving and 
challenging our bodies. Exercise helps 
us break through not only physical 

For more information about advertising and  
how you can participate, call 704-499-3327

Make the most of healthy outdoor fun.
We have marvelous ways to celebrate.

Summer’s Here!
Coming in July

boundaries, but emotional and spiritual 
barriers, as well.
 Barbara Bartocci, a long-distance 
cycler and author of Meditation in 
Motion, maintains that moving keeps 
both our brains and bodies healthier. 
“Research at The University of Arizona 
found that regular exercise appears to 
preserve key parts of the brain involved 
in attention and memory,” she notes. 
“It is well known that exercise helps to 
reduce anxiety, allay depression and 
generally improve mood, by prompting 
our bodies to release more endorphins.” 
 Bartocci has experienced the power 
of these connections firsthand. “Active 

“After two days we were given 
our backpack with the criti-

cal blanket, poncho and food 
rations. I have never been 

so happy to hear the words 
‘1,500 calories’ in my life, 
and though I have eaten at 

some wonderful restaurants, 
the soups we made with those 
rations tasted better than any-
thing I have eaten in my life.”
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vacations are truly transformative,” she says emphati-
cally. “When I bicycled across Iowa on RAGBRAI [The 
Des Moines Register’s Annual Great Bicycle Ride Across 
Iowa], we cycled 76 miles one day on hills with a con-
stant 20-mile-per-hour headwind. It was a tough day, but 
I made it! My divorce was becoming final that summer, 
and completing that day gave me the encouraging inner 
message: ‘If I can cycle Iowa on the toughest day, I can 
re-cycle my life after divorce.’” She’s still moving along. 
Recently, she joined 500 other cyclists doing 60 miles a 
day for a week in Wisconsin.

Emotional Breakthrough
 Bill Murphy, of Annapolis, Maryland, made his 
breakthrough at the Boulder Outdoor Survival School 
(boss-inc.com). “While I wanted an adventure and to 
put myself out there, I also wanted to know that I was in 
good hands,” he says about why he chose a guided trip. 
Murphy was already in good shape, having competed in 
a local Ironman event. Following an initial fitness assess-
ment that involved testing his heart rate after running at 
high altitude, he was deemed fit to take part in an out-
door survival experience in Utah’s desert country. With a 
knife, wool jacket, cap, gloves, long underwear and suit-
able shoes—but no tent, sleeping bag or food—his group 
learned to live off the land with the assistance of three 
instructors in an initial phase of the program.
 “After two days we were given our backpack with 
the critical blanket, poncho and food rations. I have 
never been so happy to hear the words ‘1,500 calories’ 
in my life, and though I have eaten at some wonderful 
restaurants, the soups we made with those rations tasted 
better than anything I have eaten in my life,” he says.
 Murphy learned how to purify water, make a tent 
from his poncho, start a fire with minimal tools and bed 
down in the cold without a sleeping bag or blanket. A 
crucial part of the survival training was the need to go 
even further when the group thought their adventure had 
ended. “We didn’t know whether that would be in 10 
miles or 30,” he recalls. His ability to physically push 
past the mentally established timeframe led Murphy to 
see that he could also move beyond his either/or bound-
aries: either family or business; either business or adven-
ture. “I realized that I don’t have to choose one over the 
other. I feel a better sense of balance now.”
 In other parts of the country, Outward Bound Adult 
Renewal also offers new experiences that test physical limits 
and present breakthrough opportunities (OutwardBound.
org). It’s also known for programs that help teens get a bet-
ter handle on life. Participants often rock climb the Blue 
Ridge Mountains of Virginia or sea kayak along the Pacific 
Northwest or North Carolina’s Outer Banks. Options for 
growth and renewal appear endless. 
 Nearby or far away, for a few days or longer, a healthy 
escape can be truly restorative.

Judith Fertig regularly contributes to Natural Awakenings.
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Dr. Matt Lyon, D.C., owner of 
Network Wellness Charlotte, 
has helped clients across the 

USA and Europe awaken to more 
meaningful lives though Network 
Spinal Analysis, a modality that uses 
gentle, precise touch to the spine to 
cue the brain to create new wellness 
promoting strategies. Coupled with 
Somatic Respiratory Integration, a pow-
erful technique that enables the most 
evolved parts of the brain to become 
more aware of and responsive to the 
body, clients experience reduced pain 
and stress, and improved energy, immu-
nity, and emotional and psychological 
well-being. Natural Awakenings spoke 
with Dr. Lyon about how he helps 
people create and sustain the highest 
levels of health, vitality, and passion.

The term “wellness” has become a 
cliché of sorts with numerous health 
related entities using the word to mean 
a number of things. How do you define 
true wellness? 

Wellness is an internal state where 
there is maximum connection to a 
vast internetwork of resources. When 
we’re in that authentic state of well-
ness, we’re flourishing on every level 
because we have access to and are 
choosing the parts of ourselves that are 
most resourceful in how we respond to 
life. You see it in an abundant state of 
positive emotion. That doesn’t mean we 
don’t have negative emotion. It means 
anything we feel has merit and positive 
application. We feel like we can engage 
fully in life, like we’re not running 

away from anything. We have really 
amazing, positive relationships that are 
rich, healthy and expanding. We have 
a deep sense of meaning for life, and 
everything has meaning. We are able to 
achieve success and have the resources 
to fulfill our life’s dreams. 

I think the hallmark of wellness is 
that it’s ever evolving. It’s a process of 
mastery that doesn’t necessarily have an 
end. It’s not about making symptoms go 
away. One can have a disease or a pain-
ful symptom or a challenge in life and 
that actually pushes them into a place 
where they start growing and experienc-
ing wellness. All of a sudden their life 
takes on this dramatic meaning - their 
personal relationships heal and they’re 
engaging in a different way. So you can 
have a disease and still experience great 
wellness. You can experience this great 
expansion of well being, which also 
sometimes means the disease will go 
away, but if it doesn’t, a person’s life is 
so much richer. Wellness is the internal 
human experience of feeling fully alive 
and radiantly vital and feeling like you’re 
very empowered. 

How does Network Spinal Analysis 
work? 

Network Spinal Analysis is an approach 
that has a strong evidence base behind 
it. Scientists in the engineering and 
mathematics departments at The Univer-
sity of Southern California are currently 
measuring the effects of this work. And 
what they’ve said is that as Network 
Care progresses, you get this statistically 
significant reorganization of the human 
nervous system. This means that people 
are able to self-regulate their tension.  

Network Spinal Analysis is the 
application of very gentle contacts in 
a specific sequence in very specific 
points along the spine that cue the fron-
tal cortex, which is the most evolved 
part of the brain, to become more self-
aware so that this produces two differ-
ent waves. The first one is a breathing 
wave that helps people connect to their 
tension and release it on their own. As 
care advances and progresses, it moves 
into the somatopsychic wave. There are 
definite biological and physiological 
things producing this wave-like motion 

DR. MATT LYON 
Mind-Body Healing for Radical Wellness

by Lisa Moore
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through the spine which often looks 
like undulation, and this is what’s being 
studied that’s producing this reorganiza-
tion of the nervous system.
 That’s important because the 
nervous system is how we experience 
life. And all of the experiences we 
have in life that we were not fully able 
to be with or sift through  - especially 
physical, mental or emotional trauma 
- actually store in the body as tension 
and vibration. The body has a remark-
able and incredible way of partitioning 
off trauma as a protective response. 
But until the energy of that is moved 
through, and I don’t mean metaphysi-
cal energy, but literally the tension 
that is associated with trauma, it puts 
people into a place of contraction and 
this distorts their body and the way 
they respond to life. And all physi-
ological stress is related to a person’s 
inability to feel safe. 
 So scientifically, Network Spinal 
Analysis is helping a person self-
organize, become more self-aware and 
to have these incredible strategies for 
getting rid of the old stuff and respond-
ing to the new stress in a brand new 
way which is from the perspective of 
the higher cortex where all the most 
advanced, evolved human capacities 
dwell: joy, connection, love, resource-
fulness, thinking things through, pro-
cessing, pausing – as opposed to the 
fight or flight response. 

You have had extensive education in 
various religious philosophies as well 
as yoga, Ayurveda, Buddhism, and 
meditation and have worked closely 
with a spiritual teacher. What role 
does spirituality play in your profes-
sional life?

Well, for me, this is the most important 
dimension of life. This informs every-
thing I do. Nothing is separate from this 

as there is nowhere the Spirit is not. 
And that cultivates a certain presence 
and character. Every day, every moment 
is practice - especially my professional 
work - practicing this deep awareness 
and presence moment by moment by 
moment. 

Two really important things for 
me are presence and depth. The most 
inspirational people to me have an 
amazing presence. They are present 
physically, mentally and emotionally. 
My experience of spirituality is to 
continually deepen that presence so 
I can connect with people in a very 
deep and authentic way. I want to 
have a conversation with the totality 
of the person whether there’s a lot of 
words or not. I want them to know 
that I am so present for them. And 
then I like to cultivate depth of experi-
ence because I can’t take anybody 
where I haven’t been myself. There 
is so much compassion that comes 
when we’re present with ourselves. I 
think the greater degree of our spiri-
tuality, the greater self-awareness and 
self-honesty we have. 

Life is constantly changing and I 
strive to remain steady - not steady in a 
place where nothing is changing - but 
steady as in “I am part of this amazing 
evolution.” I have some core practices. 
Consistency on the fundamentals is 
absolutely imperative. I get the work 
that I do done on me. I check in with 
my mentors and guides. I check my 
baggage at the door. I have a daily 

meditation practice, I exercise, eat 
living foods and really cultivate long 
term relationships with people that are 
my soul tribe. All of these things help 
me be in that steadiness that’s always 
growing.  

Studies indicate that Americans spend 
twice as much as residents of other 
developed countries on healthcare, 
but get lower quality, less efficiency 
and have the least equitable system. 
Deaths from prescription drugs now 
outnumber deaths from illegal drugs 
and motor vehicle accidents. What 
would an ideal healthcare system look 
like to you?

We don’t have a healthcare system, 
we have a sick care system. For me, 
healthcare would be teaching people 
from an early age that food is their 
medicine and medicine is their food; 
that breathing is really important; 
teaching people to be authentic and 
vulnerable; to build community; teach-
ing people that the body has amazing 
ability to self-heal and self-regulate 
when it is not stressed. And then the 
modern medicine sickness care model 
fits into that because it’s wonderful for 
trauma and life threatening illnesses 
and we need all that. 

Ideally people would meet with a 
health coach who teaches you how to 
eat and how to see food in emotional, 
biological, psychological and spiritual 
perspectives. You’d have chiropractors, 
acupuncturists, therapists, all of whom are 
teaching you to heal yourself and re-orga-
nize yourself on every level. These people 
become our go-to people for health first. 
And you’d have traditional sick care when 
it is needed. If we were to do this we’d 
create a system that is not only empower-
ing to people, but I really believe people 
would be happier, they’d be healthier, and 
more evolved because we’re creating this 
system of self-awareness and self -actual-
ization and the happiest people live longer 
and get less disease. 

So at its simplest level, healthcare 
is empowering people from day one at 
home as children and on through the 
rest of their lives.

Visit NetworkWellnessCharlotte.com to 
learn more.

One can have a disease  
or a painful symptom  
or a challenge in life  

and that actually pushes 
them into a place where 
they start growing and 
experiencing wellness.

Matt Lyon playing the didgeridoo, one of  
his favorite hobbies. 
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greenliving

For centuries, Americans that know 
how to live close to the land 
have traveled comfortably in wild 

country by using the resources of the 
wilderness. But today there are so many 
people out tramping around the last 
tiny areas of isolated, fragmented and 
injured wilderness that we can’t afford 
to play mountain man anymore; we 
have to tread more softly, out of respect 
and generosity of spirit toward the land 
and its wild inhabitants.
 Many books give helpful detailed 
instruction on low-impact trekking and 
camping techniques, but here are a 
few guidelines:
 Stay on designated switchbacks. 
Shortcutting across switchbacks on a 
trail causes erosion just as surely as  
loggers hauling trees upslope.
 Think before voiding. Locate 
designated toilet facilities and use them. 
On the trail, bag toilet paper and carry 

it out to a proper disposal site or safely 
burn it in a campfire. Human feces are a 
pollutant if not properly buried in a cat 
hole dug a few inches into the soil and 
thoroughly covered. Dig and dispose 
away from temporarily dry watercourses, 
campsites, trails and other places where 
hikers may tarry. In the right place, 
waste can provide food for insects and 
worms that live in the topsoil.
 Use existing fire rings. Also, only 
use downed and dead wood for camp-
fires; never break limbs or twigs off 
dead or living trees. Never build a fire 
in overused or fragile areas like timber-
line lakeshores or above the tree line. 
Use a fire pan on raft and canoe trips 
and pack out the ashes or deposit them 
in the main current if that is allowed in 
river-specific rules. Better yet, rely on a 
backpacker’s camp stove.
 Pack it all out. No littering; and 
pick up trash found along the way.

AROUND THE 
CAMPFIRE
The Rugged Outdoors Requires Gentle Manners

by Dave Foreman
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Follow the rules on float trips. In-
visible camping techniques involve the 
use of fire pans, portable toilets, proper 
disposal of dishwashing water and the 
like. A use-appropriate river permit will 
have clear instructions on minimum-
impact techniques that when practiced, 
become a habit.

Dress dully. The wilderness is no 
place for fluorescent colors on a tent, 
backpack or clothing. Wear khaki or 
light-colored clothing (some say yel-
low is best) to discourage mosquitoes, 
which hone in on dark colors (espe-
cially blue), color contrast and move-
ment. Avoid hunting areas in desig-
nated seasons.

Don’t camp by water in deserts. If 
we plop down and set up housekeep-
ing at a rare water source, wildlife that 
counts on drinking from there will be 
repelled and may die from dehydration. 
Camp at least a quarter of a mile (farther 
is better) from isolated water sources.

Keep pollutants away from wa-
terways. Don’t wash dishes, clean fish, 
take a bath or introduce soap, grease 
or other pollutants (biodegradable or 
not) into backcountry streams, lakes, 
potholes or springs. Swimming (not 
soaping up) in well-watered areas is 
usually harmless.

Leave native wildlife and natural 
objects intact. Many plants and ani-
mals are imperiled; in part, because of 
collection and sales of nature’s arti-
facts. Leave fossils, crystals and other 
treasures, including petroglyphs and 
potsherds, in place.

Finally, drive slowly in wilderness 
areas to protect wildlife crossing ac-
cess roads.

Dave Foreman is co-author of The  
Big Outside Revised Edition and 
founder of The Rewilding Institute, 
headquartered in Albuquerque, NM 
(Rewilding.org).

The land we now call the United States of America was 

once a wilderness paradise, vibrant and diverse, cycli-

cal, yet stable, pure and unpolluted, with a diversity and 

abundance of life that staggers the imagination. Today, 

the American wilderness is under continual attack by 

humans and vanishing rapidly. Activists at Rewilding.org 

want to reverse this trend. 
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wisewords

John and Ocean 
Robbins have 
worked as a 

father-and-son 
team for more than 
20 years. John, a 
pioneering expert 
on the dietary con-
nection between 
the environment 
and health, is a 
bestselling author; 
his latest release is 
No Happy Cows: 
Dispatches from 
the Frontlines of the 
Food Revolution. 
Ocean, founder of 
the global nonprofit 
Yes! and an internationally renowned 
spokesman for an ethical and sustain-
able future, has helped improve the 
lives of people in 65 countries. Their 
latest collaboration is leading Intergen-
erational Healing workshops that are 
helping communities to bridge genera-
tional divides.

Ocean, how did you develop 
an identity independent of the 
family fortune and fame?
Because my grandfather, the co-founder 
of Baskin-Robbins, was determined that 
my father would follow in his footsteps, 
my dad felt he had to rebel so that he 
could stand for his own values and 
pursue what he loved. My journey was 
different. Because my dad allowed me 
the opportunity to explore and discover 
who I wanted to be, I was free to focus 
my energy on rebelling against the 

pervasive social 
injustices of the 
world rather than 
rebelling against 
my parents.
 Although our 
strategies and ideas 
differ, my dad and 
I have congruent 
values and work 
together harmoni-
ously. In my work 
with leaders and 
others in many na-
tions, I stand in awe 
of the congruency in 
people’s core values 
across generations. 
When I ask the 

citizens of any country to describe the 
world they want to live in, they state 
many of the same things: clean air and 
water, freedom to practice their faith, the 
opportunity to eat good healthy food, 
and safe places for children to play. 
These values are inherent in a global 
dream of how the world could be.

John, how did the two of 
you shift from a parent/
child relationship into a 
partnership?
Our rare and vibrant relationship is a 
product of challenging assumptions 
about the present dominating par-
ent model. As adults, we are equal 
partners, although in Ocean’s depen-
dent years, I played a fathering role 
in guiding him in the development of 
his capabilities. But even then, I didn’t 
insist that he think like me or comply 

Bridging Generational Divides
A Conversation with  

John and Ocean Robbins
    by Linda Sechrist
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with my wishes for his life.
 I see myself as a guardian of 
Ocean’s spirit, rather than someone 
that is here to tell him what to do. In 
educating him about how to become 
a capable and self-sufficient adult, my 
part was to discern how to awaken his 
inner fire, draw out his inner wisdom, 
pique his curiosity and expand his 
capacity to learn. My role as a par-
ent, and now as a friend, is to help 
my son achieve and fulfill his destiny 
by honoring his vision for his life. In 
remaining attentive to his natural tal-
ents and special gifts, we discern what 
he needs to continue growing into his 
personal power.
 Intergenerational collaboration 
such as we have requires a bridge 
built of shared values, love, mutual 
respect, trust and support. I am in awe 
of Ocean, who doesn’t just stand on 
my shoulders; he flies from them as a 
courageous humanitarian responsive to 
the needs our times, as well as being a 
wonderful father himself.

How do your workshops  
help both elders and youths 
bridge the gap between the 
generations?
We use creative, thoughtful activities 
that build heart-filled community. Basi-
cally, we create space for learning how 
each life stage brings its own gifts, chal-
lenges and valuable perspectives. We 
learn to recognize that we need each 
other, across the age spectrum, to grow, 
heal, have fun and create thriving lives 
and communities.
 Our children and grandchildren 
come into the world carrying the 
seeds of the future. They come en-
dowed with new possibilities, new 
understandings and new energies. If 
as elders we wisely support them with 
the respect and assistance younger 
people deserve, they can accomplish 
things we cannot. They may be able to 
correct the errors of past generations, 
including our own. Then our children 
will not only be free to be themselves, 
they will bring a new breath of life into 
the world.

Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for  
Natural Awakenings magazines.
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Oliver Mullins, Pekingese, walked down the aisle 
with Katherine Austing, flower girl. Although  
he’s quite the social animal, Oliver became a bit 

restless during the ceremony because he’s used to more  
action than talk. Ever since puppyhood, Oliver has proved 
his mettle, traveling the motorcy-
cle race circuit in a motor home 
with his owners, Rachel and 
Charlie Mullins.
 “Oliver does everything  
with us, so he had to be in the wed-
ding too,” explains Charlie, a profes-
sional rider. “He’s used to crowds.”
 Rachel’s family lives in Pennsyl-
vania, while Charlie’s resides in Iowa. 
Everyone met up for the wedding at 
a mountain church 90 minutes from 
the couple’s home in Hickory, North 
Carolina. “It’s fun to include your dog 
in your special day,” says Charlie. “For us, it also eased any ten-
sions and reminded us to laugh and enjoy the day.”

 Further north, in the Finger Lakes region of Central New 
York, Angela Winfield and Lance Lyons married at another 
scenic outdoor spot, this one lakeside at the historic Aurora 
Inn. Winfield and Lyons have been legally blind since the 
ages of 4 and 29, respectively. They met while learning to 
work with their guide dogs. “For several weeks, we took two 
trips a day with the dogs and trainer to learn and bond with 
the dogs,” says Winfield, noting, “Lance and I bonded, too.” 

Saying ‘I Do’ with Your Dog
by Sandra Murphy

the Bride, the Groom and the Dog

Lance Lyons and Angela Winfield Lori and Ben Newman
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Drew and Amy Scheeler’s Yorkshire terrier, 

Here Comes…
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 Ogden, a black Labrador and golden retriever mix, 
walked down the aisle with the maid of honor as the flower 

dog. Riddler, a German shepherd and 
golden retriever mix, served as the ring 
bearer and escorted the groom to his 
position to await the bride. Both dogs 
wore tuxedo collars with satin buttons 
and bowties, matching cuffs and fresh 
flower boutonnières.
      The couple relates amusing 
stories of a few small complications. 
Service dogs are inventive creatures 
and in this case, their contributions 
included unfastening the safety pins 
in order to remove their formal cuffs 
and return them to Angela and Lance 

before the couple could tie the knot. Then Ogden took a 
nap on the bride’s train.
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Here Comes…

Tips for Putting a  
Doggie in the Wedding
Have one person that knows the dog well be  
responsible for him, with no other duties. 

Exercise the dog first, and then bathe him. Allow for 
multiple potty breaks.

Let the dog explore the venue during the rehearsal 
before it’s crowded with guests.

If a dog is not socialized to be around crowds or has 
bad habits like barking or jumping up on people, 
include this four-legged pal in the photos, but not 
the ceremony.

Plan to have the dog leave the reception early be-
fore he gets overly tired.

HOLISTIC THERAPIES:
� Acupuncture for Dogs & Cats
� Hydrotherapy for Dogs
� �erapeutic Laser & Ultrasound
� Tui-na Chinese Medical Massage
� Underwater Treadmill
� Energetic Evaluation
� Herbs & Nutraceuticals

Let us use our many years of training and practice to tailor a  
program specifically effective for your individual animal family member. 

ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL 
& ANIMAL WELLNESS CENTER 

Dr. Kim V. Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVH, CVT

& Associates
26 years training and experience
6520 McMahan Drive, Charlotte

704-542-2000
AtriumAnimalHospital.com

TRADITIONAL VETERINARY SERVICES:
� Regenerative Medicine/Stem Cell �erapy 
� Bloodwork/Chemistries
� Digital Radiographs
� Diagnostic Ultrasound
� Surgery
� Conventional Pharmacy 
� Puppy & Adult Training Classes

Individualized to Your Pet’s Speci�c Condition and Constitution

TRADITIONAL VETERINARY SERVICES:TRADITIONAL VETERINARY SERVICES:TRADITIONAL VETERINARY SERVICES:

Atrium Animal Hospital is a health care center that offers 
everything under one roof with a focus on less invasive 
techniques, fewer vaccines and nutritional prevention.

Are you exhausted and scrambled as to the 
best alternative approach for your pet? 
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 “We heard it made a nice contrast: black dog on 
white dress,” says Winfield, laughing. Because Riddler 
wants to be near Lance at all times, they looped his leash 
around a table leg during their first dance as a newly mar-
ried couple. “He dragged the whole table onto the dance 
floor!” Appropriately, the cake topper included a pair of 
dogs, along with the bride and groom.
 Winfield and Lyons rented the historic lakeside E.B. Morgan 
house, in Aurora, for visiting family members. “We aren’t that 
formal. We had local cheeses and beer, ribs and a clambake in 
this museum setting,” relates Lyons. The dogs fit right in.
 Dogs facilitate weddings in other ways, as well. In 
Harleysville, Pennsylvania, husband-hopeful Drew Scheeler 
enlisted the help of Reese, a Yorkshire terrier pup. “I couldn’t 
think of a better way to propose than on a dog tag with the 
words, ‘Amy, will you marry me?’” he says. “Reese changed 
our lives, and there was no way he wouldn’t be part of our 
wedding. He barked only once, when we kissed.”
 Kelley Goad, a dog walker for Ben and Lori Newman, 
in Seattle, met their chocolate Labrador, Milkshake, a year 
before their wedding, so who better to walk the dog down 
the aisle? Milkshake’s day started with several hours of play 
at a local dog park, followed by a bath so he would be 
sweet-smelling for the ceremony.
 Milkshake spent the evening before the big day at 
Goad’s house. Although they were friends, his nervous-
ness at being separated from his people resulted in gastric 
distress. Once reunited, his upset was over, just in time for a 
problem-free walk down the aisle.
 During the photo session, Milkshake happily posed 

with the wedding party. “The photographer worked with us,” 
relates Goad. “Milkshake is solid when told to sit-stay, and 
when I showed him a treat, his ears perked up for the pic-
ture.” Afterwards, following a few laps through the cocktail 
party reception, Milkshake was ready to retire to the dressing 
room with a new chew for a nap. All’s well that ends well.

Sandra Murphy is a regular contributor to Natural Awakenings.
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Zen by Jenn

Achieve total relaxation 
& euphoric rejuvenation . . .

Detoxification achieved thru 
massage and skincare.  

Healthy on the inside, radiates on the outside!

ZenbyJenn.com  I  704-584-9745
Jenn@ZenbyJenn.com I NCTMB, C80411,9226

Convenient Cornelius location

50% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH AD 
GREAT REFERRAL INCENTIVES

Now 

open
!

MASSAGE & SKINCARE 

My Philosophy : 
Commitment to my clients  
is commitment to myself...  
“We are all one” 

HOLISTIC
RESOURCES 

Lake Norman, Cornelius, Davidson, Huntersville & Mooresville

Visit our advertisers  
in North Charlotte

 

DEADLINE  
FOR ADVERTISING

12th of month
704.499.3327

                                                      

   

* Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
Including Clinical Hypnotherapy/Heart Parts Therapy/Regressions

* Support Groups for Like-Minded People
Every 3rd Tuesday of the month, 7pm

* Seminars & Workshops by some of  
Charlotte’s Best Teachers

Janet Sussman June 1st - Gina Spriggs June 23/24

Check out the rest of our seminars for June in the event listings!

 Save 25% off*
1ST HYPNOTHERAPY SESSION

Linda Thunberg, MHt
TranspersonalPower.com | 704.237.3561

19900 S. Main Street, Suite 4F | Cornelius, NC 28031

*Offer expires on 8/31/12 NEW clients only

Transpersonal Power

 
refreshments  |  simply nutritious samplings 

 psychic readings  |  energy tapping  | aura readings 

... Empowering the Body, Mind and Spirit

Linda M. Thunberg, a Master Transpersonal Hypnotherapist  
is dedicated to helping individuals & groups of the  

New Conscious World enrich their lives by

is pleased to announce our Grand Opening at “Our Place” 
your metaphysical place at the lake!
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NATURAL FOOD STORES

EARTH FARE
EarthFare.com 
Huntersville - 14021 Boren St

HEALTHY HOME MARKET
HEMarket.com 
Davidson - 261 Griffith Street

VITAMIN SHOPPE
VitaminShoppe.com 
9815 Northlake Center Pkwy

RESTAURANTS

AKROPOLIS
20659 Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC

JOHNSON FAMILY MARKETS
223 Medical Park Rd, Mooresville, NC

NY BAGEL & FLAGELS
9810 Gilead Rd, Huntersville, NC

THE NOOK COFFEE SHOP
9525 Birkdale Crossing, Huntersville, NC 

TOAST CAFE
101 N. Main Street, Davidson, NC

SPAS
AHLARA INTERNATIONAL 
155 Joe Knox, Mooresville, NC

OASIS THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
107 S. Old Statesville Rd., Suite 103
Huntersville, NC

TRANQUILITY SPA
438 Williamson Rd., Mooresville, NC

YOGA 

COMMUNITY YOGA 
20823 Main Street, Cornelius, NC 
 
LAHIRI YOGA 
155 Joe Knox, Mooresville, NC

MELTING POT HOT YOGA 
9525 Birkdale Crossing, Huntersville, NC

OTHER

FITNESS CENTER AT BIRKDALE
16645 Birkdale Commons Parkway
Huntersville, NC

NEIL’S COMPOUNDING PHARMACY
16645 Birkdale Commons Parkway

findnaturalawakenings

Experience the heart-centered 
practices of LYC! 

Mooresville, NC

Strengthen the Core & Body

Create Balance Inside & Out

Relieve Stress & Pain

Find & Ride Your Edge Safely

Our well trained, experienced 

teachers offer:

Clear, balanced instruction
Beginner thru Advanced

Yoga Sutra Studies & Meditation
Seniors, Privates & Duets

Workshops, Drumming & more! 

lahiriyogacenter.com

704.622.0946
719.460.4003

Yoga 
Pilates Mat & Apparatus

Commit to Yourself in June!
Commit to Feeling Wonderful!
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moonmagic

Astrological Timing  
for success

by Steve Nelson 

Gates of Inspiration open every 40 days 
beginning with Spring Equinox. Each 
Gate is the Station of a Muse. June’s Muse 
is “the beautiful voiced” Calliope, the 
muse of epic poetry. She says it’s time to 
speak our mind. Whatever inhibits free 
expression comes up before the Gate to 
be let go. Energy clearing is done through 
stretching, deep breathing and dancing (3 
times clockwise opens the Gate). 

June 10-12 (exact 6:40 am 6/11) 
Realize Dreams, 3rd Quarter Moon

This Moon cuts away all that distracts 
from putting dreams into action.  The 3rd 
Quarter integrates new ideas into creative 
expression; it’s time to follow our bliss 
and do what feels good in concert with 
the whole.

June 2-6 (exact 6/4 7:12 am)
Celebrate!
Full Moon Festival of Humanity

At this Sun in Gemini Full Moon and 
lunar eclipse the spiritual wisdom of 
the 5/5 Wesak Full Moon is shared 
through the world. Mercury trine Saturn 
retrograde brings old world ways of the 
thinking to the fore to be eclipsed. An 
eclipse is Mother Nature’s editing tool: 
when an eclipse occurs above, things 
get eclipsed below, outmoded patterns 
are let go. Each Full Moon is a time of 
revelation and opportunity for healing 
body, mind and soul.

June 10 (8 am 6/10 - 8 am 6/11)  
Dance to Be Free 
Gate of Inspiration

The most Earth shaking events this month are the June 4 Full Moon 
Eclipse, the June 5-6 Venus Transit and the June 19 Solstice New Moon 
that aligns with Betelgeuse, the great star of transition into the New 

Age. June begins in an eclipse cycle that started with the May 20 Gemini solar 
eclipse and crests with the June 4 lunar eclipse in Gemini-Sagittarius. Some-

thing new is cooking through and there are many pleasant surprises in store for 
us after the June 10 Gate of Inspiration when the New Venus rises in the morning 

sky. All patterns of belief and being that impede the new coming through will be 
eclipsed in this 5/20-6/19 lunar cycle. Old patterns breaking free energy for new cre-

ation. A solar eclipse is a Super New Moon, a super new beginning that brings a great flowering when the Moon 
is Full. From this heavenly alignment and the June 5 Venus Transit - a Super New Venus! - the New World is born. 
 A New Venus happens every 19 months as Venus goes between Earth and Sun, A Venus Transit occurs when 
Venus crosses the face of the Sun. Venus Transits happen in pairs eight years apart about every 135 years, it is the 
second transit of the pair that brings great changes. The Gemini Venus Transit on 6/8/2004 marked the first point 
of a 5-pointed star formed in the heavens by the conjunctions of Venus and Sun. On 5-6/6/2012 Venus returned 
to where she began completing this heavenly star that signals the beginning of a new world. This second transit 
of Venus will bring great cultural, creative and spiritual changes.
 New Venus brings new love, new grace, new beauty, higher truth and power to restore natural order. All il-
lusions, trappings and attachments that keep from love and creative connection come up to be cleared June 2-9 
when Venus is gone from the sky. This is the shift of the Ages, the convergence of cosmic cycles that brings global 
integration of consciousness and the fulfilling of prophecy, this is the time when the myths of all time come to life. 

June 14-17 – Make a Wish! 
Balsamic Moon

This is the best time to put wishes on the 
air and to bring to mind those who need 
healing. The deeper we feel, the more 
Moon magic is invoked for this new 
cycle. Shadows that appear before New 
Moon can be cleared with deep breathing 
while giving attention to the light within. 

June 17-23 (exact 6/20 7:09 pm) 
Free the Soul! 
Summer Solstice

Solstice means “still standing Sun,” 
it is when the Sun rises and sets at 
the same place on the horizon. The 
Summer Solstice continues for 3-4 days 
culminating on Mid-Summer’s Day 
June 24 when the Sun begins to move 
southward again.
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June 18-20 – Go Within
Dark of Moon/New Moon

The day before the New Moon until Sunset 
a day after is ideal for psychic and physical 
house clearing to make way for the new 
cycle; outer activity is favored after the 
crescent appears. This Solstice New Moon 
(11:02 am 6/19) is a great cosmic spring 
that flows freely as we slow down. 

June 21-25 – Sow Magic Seeds
Crescent New Moon

This Moon tide energizes whatever it 
touches; it is the time to bring forward what 
we wish to be realized. New beginnings 
are well favored. Meditation now opens 
doorways, wishes take wing and prayers 
bring blessings through the harvest season.

June 23-24  – Celebrate, 
Dance to the Music!
Mid-Summer’s Eve / Day

Midsummer is the peak of the year “when 
magic is most potent and fairies become 
visible.” Vital energy is elevated in plants 
and trees and nature spirits come out and 
about. Snakes shed their skins at Midsummer 
and we can shed old psychic skin through 
circle dancing and fire leaping. We leap 
Mid-Summer fire 3 times (a candle will do) 
to shed past shadows and free the soul to 
be in this world. Shedding body armor this 
way clears inner vision so fairies become 
visible. Toning and chanting clear the throat 
and open the channel of new creation. 
Dancing Sunwise (clockwise) clears astral 
shadows that impinge on our realm, dancing 
widdershins (counterclockwise) then brings 
in the energies of the new creation. 

June 25-27 (exact 11:30 pm 6/26)  
Choose, 1st Quarter Moon

This Moon is like a scythe cutting across 
the sky; it’s time to cut free the trappings 
of the past and affirm our purpose moving 
forward. Choices made now are likely to be 
the right ones. Breathing deeply through the 
light of the crown frees energy flow up and 
down powering our dreams to be realized.

Steve Nelson is a professional astrologer 
who uses Tarot, name analysis, and tradi-
tional astrology to help clients understand 
personal myths and realize natural abilities. 
He can be reached at 704-375-3759 or 
stevenelson@carolina.rr.com.

Otter Dance

READINGS  |  CEREMONIES  |  FRAME DRUMS  |  SWEAT LODGES  |  NATIVE JEWELRY

OtterDance.com 
704.904.4953

“Dedicated to the Spiritual Path of Earth Medicine and Nature, honoring Spirit in all things.”

Robbie Warren

Every OtterDance Drum  
is hand crafted & created 
in a good way.  Each Drum 
carries a stone to remind 
us of the connection to 

Mother Earth.  
We bless and Smudge 

each Drum before sending 
it out to the Universe.

Transform Your Life By Design

Louise  N.  Grogan

704.574.0408  I    louisegrogan.com

“Uncomfortable with a Personal or Work Relationship?”
“Why Wai t?  Let ’s  Talk .”

“ONE 40-min phone or Skype Consultation @ NO CHARGE.”

info@louisegrogan.com

Transform Your Life By Design
“In His Grip!”
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calendarofevents
FRIDAY, JUNE 1
The Journey of Spiritual Relationship: A Work-
shop for Singles, Couples and Pairs, with Janet 
Sussman and Doug Mackey- 7:30-10pm. $30 
couples, $20 singles. The underlying forces of the 
chakra system and the energetic choreography of 
our personal relationships. Clarify core issues to 
understand and heal some of the pain of misunder-
standing that many of us carry in our heart of hearts. 
Our Place, 19900 S. Main St. Suite 4F, Cornelius. 
Register/info: 704-237-3561 or 980-236-7036.

SATURDAY, JUNE 2
Sierra Club RibbonWalk Workday-9am-noon. Vol-
unteers are needed to help remove invasive plants and 
work on trail maintenance and enhancement. Ribbon-
Walk, an 188-acre urban forest, is off Statesville Rd 
four miles from center city Charlotte. This preserve 
protects a diversity of forest and wetland habi-
tats. Bring work gloves and garden tools. sierraclub.
centpiedchair@gmail.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org. 

Shaping Life’s Transitions with Clay Playshop-
10am. $25. We will use soft modeling clay to explore 
our imaginations and use our hands to help express 
the unsaids; those thoughts and feelings that we 
often cannot say or do not know how to vocalize but 
which need to heard in order to be healed. Playing 
with color, form, and texture, let yourself be guided 
through the process of art for healing. Led by Joy 
Fanning. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

The Intro to Yoga for Cancer Survivors – 2-4pm. 
Free. Class offered at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab 
& Wellness is designed specifically for cancer 
survivors with any diagnosis. Attendance to this 
class is required before dropping-in to any regular 
classes held throughout the week.  704-384-6953 or 
bcthomas@novanthealth.org.

Using Sound Rations for Personal Power- 7-9pm. 
Free will offering. This workshop is designed to open 
the gateway into alternative realities and to exploring 
altered states of consciousness to empower one’s self-
healing. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Road  
704-523-0062 www.unityofcharlotte.org. 

SUNDAY, JUNE 3
David Hulse at Unity of Charlotte – 10:30am. 
Sunday celebration service.  David’s message will be 
“Into the Dark Night of the sould Through Saacred 
Eyes.” Sunday afternoon workshop: “Brain Waves and 
Healing.” $20 suggested donation. This experiential 
workshop will focus on alleviating stress and reducing 
pain by synchronizing both sides of the brain. 401 E. 
Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

MONDAY, JUNE 4
Support for Your Grief-12pm-$20. Free with coupon 
from website. Mandy Eppley offers educational and 
supportive classes using The Model of Heart-Centered 
Grief. Explore the grief journey and what aids us all in 
breaking through, coping, getting help and support, look-
ing towards hope. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

The Intro to Yoga for Cancer Survivors – 2-4pm. Free. 
Class offered at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness 
is designed specifically for cancer survivors with any 
diagnosis. Attendance to this class is required before 
dropping-in to any regular classes held throughout the 
week.  704-384-6953 or bcthomas@novanthealth.org.

Empower Your Body for Swimsuit Season- 6:30-
8pm. Also June 11 & 18. $45 for the series prepaid, 
or $18 weekly. Get ready for the beach or the boat 
with 3 part weight loss group hypnotherapy series 
for men and women by Linda Thunberg, MHt.  Lim-
ited to 10 participants.  TranspersonalPower.com.

An Interactive Workshop for Lighting Up Charlotte 
-7:30- 10pm. For Singles, Couples and Pairs with Janet 
Sussman and Doug Mackey, Ph.D. Look deeply into 
the spiritual heart and understand what it means to truly 
share vibrationally, and to better integrate the pleasures, 
challenges, and creativity of intimate relationship. 
5200Z Park Road. Register/info: 980-236-7026.

TUESDAY, JUNE 5
Lighting of the Lights Ceremony - 12-5pm. Love 
offering. Wisdom Keepers, indigenous peoples and 
all concerned will gather in various locations all over 
the globe on World Environmental Day and during 
auspicious Venus Transit for healing of the water-
ways, and a peaceful humanity. Watersongline.com. 
Lodging Available. RSVP required. Sacred Grove 
Retreat, 704-463-0768 or SacredGroveRetreat.com.

Chakras: Part One of Two- 1:30 – 3pm. $15 - A 
whirling vortex of concentrated etheric energy; this 
is a focused study of how they work. You will emerge 
at the conclusion of both segments with the ability 
to fine-tune energy levels. Meetup.com/TheNook.

Guided Meditation – 6:30-7:30pm. Free. Join 
Jennifer as she leads you on a guided meditation 
inspired by ancient Indian vedic principles. 2707 
South Blvd. HealthyHomeMkt.com. 

When Memories Fade-7pm-$15. Also Jun 19. This 
support group is for those caring for, or who have 
lost, a loved one to Alzheimer’s (or other forms of 

dementia). It’s a safe place to come and share your 
grief and loss as well as your treasured memories. 
It’s a place to exhale, be nurtured, and take a moment 
for YOU. Facilitated by Gerontologist, Dr. Lyndall 
Hare. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Full Moon Shamanic Journey -7:30pm. $20. A 
sacred tradition that moves you into a special level 
of consciousness to work more deeply with intuitive 
and spiritual guidance. Used for healing, obtaining 
information and working through personal issues. 
Live drumming promotes relaxation and awareness. 
No experience necessary. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Mecklenburg Ministries 25th Anniversary Cele-
bration-7:30pm, Free with Tickets from MeckMin.org 
to reserve and print. A special evening of performances 
reflecting the diverse religious faiths in the local com-
munity and highlights of Mecklenburg Ministries history 
through speakers, local clergy, videos and performers. 
Rev. Christy Snow will be giving the benediction.Belk 
Theatre at Blumenthal Performing Arts Center. 

Group Remote Sunpoint - 8:30 pm via teleconfer-
ence. $35. A deep, enduring consciousness experience 
that supports our emotional and spiritual well-being. 
Combining heart work with Sunpoint sessions to pro-
vide a strong value that integrates the subtle system and 
restores the balance and majesty of the spiritual heart. 
Pay online at TimePortalPubs.com or by check to Time 
Portal Publications, PO Box 2002, Fairfield, IA 52556.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
Runes -11am-12:30pm $15. - Runes are an ancient 
Venetian alphabet providing the Rune Master with 
insight and answers. Their use was banned by The 
Church in 1639/ readers were executed. Become a 
Runes Stone reader! Meetup.com/TheNook.

Nutritional Cleanse and Weight Loss Clinic 
– 6-7pm. Free. Learn about a 30-day Nutritional 
Cleanse and Weight Loss Program that accelerates 
the removal of impurities while providing your body 
with the vital nutrients needed to rapidly revive your 
health helping you reach and maintain your ideal 
weight. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704-540-
4848, MigunCharlotte.com and Isagenix.Migun.com.

Body Intelligence and Intuition, Part 1 - 
7-8:30pm. Love offering. Practice deep listening to 
your body, discover your inner voice yearning to be 
heard and tap into the clear and infinite wisdom that 
lives within every cell. Journaling, breath, creativity, 
community mirroring, gentle movement and music. 
Kimberly Beroset at kimberly@everybodyisadanc-
er.com or 980-406-8126. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. 
Arrowood Road. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Open Hearts Support Group-7pm. Free. Also Jun 
20. This group is for family and friends of those 
suffering with mental illness. We provide a safe 
and compassionate environment for member to 
share their thoughts, feelings and hope. Educational 
information on various illnesses will be provided and 
discussed. Facilitated by Frances J. Smith, LCSW. 
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Finding a Happy Life in an imperfect World - 
One Moment at a Time-7pm. Free. Charlotte author, 
Kelly Buckley, will be talking about her journey after 
losing her son Stephen, and how using gratitude in 
difficult times can illuminate the comforts that sur-
round us daily. Kelly talks about her new book, Just 
One Little Thing, and how gratitude can change your 
life. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Outer Banks, North Carolina
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Stabilizing Higher States: Multi-temporal Awareness 
and the Ground of Being with Janet Sussman - 8:30 
pm. Wednesdays 6/6 – 8/15 (no class July 4). $285/
series or $35/session. Look deeply into the makeup 
of the chakra system as a vehicle of light that creates a 
multi-temporal reference point. Discuss dream life, the 
nature of “night school,” and why our life appears to 
have the historical processes that it does. 980-236-7036.

THURSDAY, JUNE 7
S.H.E. Wanna Be Your Own Shaman?  10am-3pm. 
$75. (Special price for Our Place.) Learn about the 
power of Stone Healing Energy with Gina Spriggs. 
Not the typical crystal workshop, this full day class will 
quickly introduce you to powerful healing methods that 
can be used on yourself and others. Tarologist.com.

FRIDAY, JUNE 8
Migun “Footbath Friday” – 11am-5pm. Migun 
of Charlotte is offering detoxification foot baths by 
Aqua Chi. Detoxify, heal, energize, boost your im-
mune system and balance energy pathways.  Mention 
Natural Awakenings and receive $10 off your first treat-
ment. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, 
MigunCharlotte.com.

Taste of Charlotte – Fri and Sat 11am-11pm, Su-
n11am-6pm. Enjoy delicious food while you stroll 
along Tryon Street visiting local & national spon-
sors. The festival offers entertainment that is  enjoy-
able for all ages! TasteOfCharlotte.com.

Conversations about Positive Aging-10am-$100. In 
this 4 series class (June 8 & 22 and Jul 13 & 27) we will 
be introduced to the concept of Spiritual Eldering, and 
engage in specific concepts and practices that will help 
us on our journey into eldering. As we move from midlife 
into elder-hood we are called to look deeper into our roles 
and responsibilities in society. The series gives us tools to 
review our lives and explore how we can serve as elder 
mentors to younger generations. Facilitated by Gerontolo-
gist, Dr. Lyndall Hare. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org

SATURDAY, JUNE 9
Tri Latta Triathlon- 6:30am. 750 Meter Swim 17 Mile 
Bike 5K Run at Latta Plantaion. SetUpEvents.com.

Creating the Life You Want -10am-noon. $20. 
When you are clear and only when you are clear, 
what you want will show up in your life. At this 
one-of-a-kind workshop Linda Thunberg and Gary 
Dobson will show you how to use The Simple 
Creative Process to: find out what you really want, 
unblock your path, and start receiving. Come with 
a notebook and pencil. TranspersonalPower.com.  

Psych K - 10am-noon. $20 - Address a broad range 
of challenges and opportunities with this workshop. 

Topics covered are: Spirituality, Self-Esteem, Rela-
tionships, Prosperity, Health, Personal Power, Grief 
and Beliefs! Meetup.com/TheNook.

EMF Balancing –11am-1pm. Free. Watch a short 
video about energy and its connection to the uni-
verse, then use this sacred and ‘unspoken’ language 
to softly heal yourself from deep within. 2707 South 
Blvd. HealthyHomeMkt.com. 

SUNDAY, JUNE 10
Worldwide Knit in Public Day – 9am-3pm. Free 
with admission; Half price for those who bring a pair 
of knitting needles. Opportunities for ages to learn 
basic steps, and crafters of all skill levels can enjoy 
meeting with fellow fiber enthusiasts. See and feel 
the latest in yarns and needles available for purchase 
from local yarn shops and stroll around the garden 
to see fiber sources such as sheep and alpaca, in 
action. Daniel Stow Botanical Garden. DSBG.org.

Djembe Drum Circle - 3-5pm. $5.  Monthly drum 
circle in the yurt. Potluck dinner after. 704-463-0768 
or SacredGroveRetreat.com.

MONDAY, JUNE 11 
Making Life Work with Science of Mind –7pm, $120 
for 8 week class. Led by Rev. Marcia Thompson, this 
class will assist you with using the skills and principles 
of the Science of Mind in a practical and fun way. The 
Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte’s Emerson Institute, 
1025 E 35th St. 704-665-1886 or SLCCharlotte.com.

TUESDAY, JUNE 12
Reiki Stress Management Clinic – 6:00-7:30pm. 
Free lecture, bodywork extra. Learn more about 
Reiki and its health benefits, then experience it at an 
affordable rate. 2707 South Blvd. Register at www.
meetup.com/Reiki-Education/events/63262722.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13
Mindfulness and Stress Reduction Training – 9am-
noon. $20 pre-registered / $25 walk-ins. A workshop 
led by Jude Johnson, MA, LMFT and Karen Holst, 
MSW, LCSW, EdD to learn about how the brain and 
body respond to stress and learn skills for greater 
peace and overall well-being. Marvin Ridge High 
School, 2825 Crane Rd, Waxhaw, NC. Info/register: 
jkmindfulness@gmail.com or https://ipn.intuit.com/
pay/jkmindfulness to pre-register. 704-219-2611.

Free Alkaline Water Clinic –6-7pm. Free. Learn 
about Alkaline Ionized Water - great tasting water that 
aides in losing weight, detoxifies, delivers antioxidants, 
is super hydrating, boost energy by PH balancing and 
is rich in oxygen. Also Chemical Free Cleaning - the 
latest technology to clean and sanitize with just tap 

water, eliminating more than 99.9% of common bac-
teria. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848, 
MigunCharlotte.com and Ionways.com/Migun.

SoulCollage® for Grief & Hope-7pm. $25 Free with 
coupon from website. Tap into your intuition to create 
a collage, made from magazine images, with deep per-
sonal meaning that will help you with life’s questions 
and answers. No artistic talent is needed and all sup-
plies are provided. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Body Intelligence and Intuition, Part 2- 
7-8:30pm. Love offering. Learn life altering tools 
you can use to access your mind-body-emotion-spirit 
on a moment to moment basis. Journaling, breath, cre-
ativity, community mirroring, gentle movement and 
music.  Kimberly Beroset at Kimberly@everybody-
isadancer.com or 980-406-8126.Unity of Charlotte, 
401 E. Arrowood Rd. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

THURSDAY, JUNE 14
Heart Parts Therapy -7-8:30pm. $20. Feeling 
empty? Lonely?  Unlovable? Torn inside? Linda 
Thunberg, MHt, will explain what Heart Parts 
Hypnotherapy is and how it can blend us into whole-
ness, even if we have “worked on our issues.”  Short 
group Heart Parts Hypnotherapy session included. 
TranspersonalPower.com.

FRIDAY, JUNE 15
Summit Solstice Race + Festival-7pm. Four-mile 
run around the town of Davidson, N.C., will raise 
money for Our Towns Habitat, the area chapter of 
Habitat for Humanity. QueenCityTiming.com.

SATURDAY, JUNE 16
Carolinas CARE Partnership 5K Run/Walk-
9am. McAlpine Creek Greenway 5k Course. 
CarolinasCare.org.

Pausing, A Retreat for Midlife Women-10am. $75. 
This workshop is designed for midlife women who 
are in peri/ menopause/ post-menopause. A time for 
getting support, learning more about the wisdom of 
pausing, going inward, & a time to reflect on the sa-
credness of this life transition. Facilitated by Lyndall 
Hare, Ph.D., Life Transitions and Aging Specialist. 
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Farm Day – 10am-2pm.  Visit the little farm in 
the big city and get up close to horses, chickens 
and much more. Learn about local farm life and its 
importance. CharlotteNatureMuseum.org.

Astrology 101, Part One of Five- 10am-noon $20. 
Discover the energies that each planet possesses and 
how to incorporate their powers into your daily life; 
this 5-course series will amaze you with the astrological 
knowledge you will obtain! Meetup.com/TheNook.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 16 
Yoga & Creative Writing Workshop -1-
4pm. $45. Inspire and liberate your creative 
voice with stimulating yoga and meditation 
sequences interspersed with specific writing 
exercises to free the body’s locked-up energy 
and promote confident self-expression. No 
experience necessary. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

SUNDAY, JUNE 17
Bruno Groning Circle of Friends-1-3pm. Free. 
Help and healing on the spiritual path. Introduc-
tion/Community Hour gathering to experience the 
healing stream to recharge your body battery, mind, 
and spirit. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. UnityOfCharlotte.org.

MONDAY, JUNE 18
Meditation and Mysticism: A Satsang - $ 25 
suggested donation. 7:30 pm. “Satsang” is a San-
skrit term meaning “the company of the highest 
truth.” Let Father Peter bring you closer to the 
reality of the path you are meant to live as a soul. 
Ask questions, receive answers, and open to a new 
experience of yourself and the spiritual world. 
6100 Monroe Rd. CentersOfLight.org/Charlotte.

Moving Through the Grief of Relationship 
Loss-8:30pm. Free Virtual Class. The loss of 
a relationship - be it a friend, a lover, or your 
long-time mate - can be devasting. Join psy-
chotherapist and grief expert Mandy Eppley as 
we dynamically explore how we can bring real 
practical moments of hope to the grief process 
as we move through this time of loss. Online via 
The Respite’s Facebook page, TheRespite.org. 

TUESDAY, JUNE 19
New Moon Shamanic Journey – 7:30pm. 
$20. Celebrate the Summer Solstice! Release 
unwanted patterns and attitudes and plant seeds 
for what you wish to be realized during this pow-
erful time. This sacred tradition moves you into 
a special level of consciousness to work more 
deeply with intuitive and spiritual guidance. No 
experience necessary. HarmonyYogaNC.com, 
704-277-3887.

Meditation and Mysticism: A Satsang - $ 25 sug-
gested donation. 7:30 pm. “Satsang” is a Sanskrit 
term meaning “the company of the highest truth.” 
Let Father Peter bring you closer to the reality of the 
path you are meant to live as a soul. Ask questions, 
receive answers, and open to a new experience of 
yourself and the spiritual world. 6100 Monroe Rd. 
CentersOfLight.org/Charlotte.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20
The Intro to Yoga for Cancer Survivors – 2-4pm. 
Free. Class offered at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab 
& Wellness is designed specifically for cancer 
survivors with any diagnosis. Attendance to this 
class is required before dropping-in to any regular 
classes held throughout the week.  704-384-6953 or 
bcthomas@novanthealth.org.

Summer Solstice Celebration – 7pm. Free will 
offering. Bring your drum or other rhythm instru-
ment (or use one of ours) as we come together to 
celebrate the Solstice and the Season of the Earth with 
candlelight and a rhythm circle. Bring something that 
represents the earth to place on the altar. Facilitated by 
Rev. Michele Sevacko. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-
523-0062 or UnityOfCharlotte.org. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 21
Qigong for Beginners Workshop-7pm. $20. Learn 
gentle exercises based on the Five Elements of Tra-
ditional Chinese Medicine used as a preventative 
medicine to promote overall physical and emotional 
health. Quiet the mind, listen to your inner voice, 
connect to your true nature and take the steps to a 
happier and healthier lifestyle. Led by Marie The-
riault. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Soul Widows Support Group -7:30pm. Free. For 
widows, 60s and younger, who have experienced 
the loss of their spouse or significant other. An 
intimate space to share grief through speaking and 
listening to each other’s stories. 4919 Monroe Rd, 
TheRespite.org.

FRIDAY, JUNE 22
Introduction to Thai Massage – Fri & Sat work-
shop. Learn basic Thai Massage techniques, ergo-
nomics for the therapist, and breathing techniques, 
as well as history of Thai Massage. Kamati Massage 
and Yoga. 700 East Blvd., Suite 1. Kamati.net. 

Faeries (Fairies)-10am-noon. $20. Explore the magi-
cal world of the faeries. Learn how to connect with 
their mysterious realm; master the manifestations of 
life change through their joy! Meetup.com/TheNook.

3rd Annual Uptown Charlotte Jazz Festival-6pm. 
Sounds and rhythms of some of the world’s greatest 
jazz performers. Time Warner Cable Uptown Ampi-
theatre. UptownCharlotteJazzFest.com.

SATURDAY, JUNE 23
The Charlotte Bayou Festival -12-8pm. A com-
munity music, art, and cajun seafood festival 
organized for the purpose of both providing a 
community-building experience and raising funds 
for Charlotte’s emerging arts scene New Orleans 
Style. CharlotteBayouFestival.com.

Meditation Workshop-1-4pm. $35. Explore a 
variety of meditation methods from various tradi-
tions involving the breath, visualization, mantra, 
affirmations, sound and aromatherapy. Find a style 
that suits your personality and cultivate an inner 
calm. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Detox You-Anti-Aging for Cell Rejuvenation – 
1-3pm. Free. Join Joy Fanning, EPFX Biofeedback 
Practitioner and Aleesha Ashlie, Aqua Chi Special-
ist, as they teach you about the revitalizing health 
benefits of detoxing. Lecture and demo on how to 
increase energy and decrease stress. 2707 South 
Blvd. HealthyHomeMkt.com.

Summer Solstice Celebration - 3:30-9:30pm. $10. 
Led by Steve Nelson & Joe Sulkowski. Includes 
Solstice Mysteries talk, fire leaping, drumming, 
feasting, bonfire, and fun! RSVP. Sacred 704-463-
0768 or SacredGroveRetreat.com.

Intuitive Tarot I-Sat 10-3pm, Sun.10-2pm. $200. Gina 
Spriggs will teach you how to read tarot and intuitively 
understand the cards. Develop a relationship with your 
deck and discover your intuitive type. Gina is a member 
of The American Tarot Association, Tarot Profession-
als, Tarosophist International, and The International 
School of Clairvoyance. Tarologist.com.

SUNDAY, JUNE 24
Yoga and Massage Workshop – 2-4pm. $30 if regis-
tered by 6/15, $35 after. Yoga poses intertwined with self 
and partner massage techniques. Great for friends and 
partners.  3512-D Providence Road South. WaxhawY-
oga.com, Vicky@waxhawyoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Hand Drum/Frame Drum - Drum Circle - 
3-5pm. $5. Bring a hand drum, flute, or another 
percussion instrument. Joe Sulkowski will lead 
the circle. Potluck to follow. 704-463-0768 or Sa-
credGroveRetreat.com.

MONDAY, JUNE 25
Military Wives/Mothers Support Group-12pm. 
$10. This support group, led by Mandy Epppley, is 
for women who are either the wife or mother of an 
individual who is deployed in any branch of military 
service. We provide an intimate space for this group 
of women to share their grief, fears and hope through 
speaking and listening to each other’s stories. 4919 
Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Appalachian Mountains at Sunset
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Egyptian Yoga– 6-7:30pm. Free. Bring the Egyptian spirit world into your 
practice and see the difference! Enjoy this calming and ancient practice set to 
soft music with pleasant lighting and incense. Bring a mat and comfy clothing. 
2707 South Blvd. HealthyHomeMkt.com.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27
Nutritional Cleanse and Weight Loss Clinic – 6-7pm. Free. Learn about 
a program that accelerates the removal of impurities while providing your 
body the vital nutrients to rapidly revive your health helping you reach and 
maintain your ideal weight. 9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704-540-4848, 
MigunCharlotte.com and Isagenix.Migun.com.

Sierra Club Central Piedmont Chapter Meeting--7pm. RSVP for pizza at 
6:30. Free. Programs include a variety of environmental topics, are free and 
open to the public. Mahlon Adams Pavilion at Freedom Park, 2435 Cum-
berland Ave. sierraclub.centpiedchair@gmail.com. CharlotteSierraClub.org

Introductory Presentation on RoHun Spiritual Psychotherapy – 7pm. 
Free will offering. RoHun helps you shift easily with the energies of 2012 
by releasing old patterns and revealing the tapes playing in your subcon-
scious. RoHun will enlighten your ego to work with your higher self for 
harmony and balance.  Presented by Rev. Stacey Kirkpatrick.  Unity of 
Charlotte 401 E. Arrowood Road  704-523-0062 or UnityOfCharlotte.org.

THURSDAY, JUNE 28
Grieving Teens Support Group-6:30pm. $15. This group is for teens, ages 14-19, 
who have experience the loss of a loved one or the pain of divorce. We provide 
a safe environment where teens can share their grief and their emotions. Group 
members can be heard and understood in a supportive environment. Facilitated by 
Jes McFadden, LPC. 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

Self-Care During the 1st Year of Grief-7pm. Free. This class, led by Grief 
Massage Therapist Aimee Joy Taylor, will meet monthly as a small group to 
talk about how grief affects us physically, share personal experiences & discuss 
a self care theme. The Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org.

planahead
JULY 6-7
Life ConneXion Expo- Admission includes all of the great presentations, 
give-aways, and an experiential dance/movement session. Fuses spiritual, 
physical, mental and emotional wellness. Metrolina Expo, located at 7100 
Statesville Road in building B. LifeConneXionExpos.com.

JULY 6-8
The Gathering of the Peacemakers &Yoga Retreat/Days of Wisdom 
& Nights of Conscious Music -$75 including camping. Boone, NC. 
OneLoveFoundation.net, 828 295-4610.

JULY 7
Ayurveda 101 - 1-4pm. $35. Learn the basics of an ancient healing science 
that includes nutrition, lifestyle, exercise, detoxification, sleep, and mind 
control. Learn your dosha, or constitution, and how to honor and support 
your true nature. Achieving balance on all levels of being is the real measure 
of vibrant health. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

JULY 21
HaTha AstroYoga Workshop w/Sati-1-4pm $40/pp. Learn how your Sun and 
Moon signs affect you and how yoga can help bring you back to inner and outer 
health and balance. Lahiri Yoga Center, 155 Joe. V. Knox Ave, Mooresville, 
719-460-4003, LahiriSchoolOfYoga.com.

AUGUST 24
Harmony Yoga Teacher Training – 200 hour teacher training certification 
course. Therapeutic yoga designed for most bodies and skill levels. Gentle yet 
powerful postures combined with the nourishing, contemplative aspects of yoga 
offer a transformational experience that will expand your personal practice 
or allow you to teach to a wide audience of students. HarmonyYogaNC.com. 
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sunday 
Charlotte Community of Mindfulness-8:30-
9:40am. Practicing in the tradition of Thich Nhat 
Hanh. Sitting and walking meditation, reading, 
dharma sharing. Room 27 of the Education Building 
at Myers Park Baptist Church, 1931 Selwyn Avenue. 
CharlotteMindfulness.org.

The Spiritual Gathering of Charlotte - 10:30am. 
“Many paths, one destination.” Non-denominational, 
open-minded fellowship meets every Sunday at 820 
East Blvd. in Dilworth. Discussions, prayer, heal-
ing and conscious company. Info: 704-563-2941or 
704-302-7874.

Spiritual Living Center of Charlotte Sunday 
Service -10:30am. A welcoming, loving and 
high energy service that embraces all people 
and all walks of life. We believe that God is 
bigger than any religion that tries to explain 
it, including our own. We teach the Science of 
Mind philosophy which recognizes the loving 
and creative nature of God in everything and 
everyone. Actor’s Theatre of Charlotte, 650 E. 
Stonewall St. SLCCharlotte.com.

Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 
10:30am. Unity is a Spirit filled, Spirit Led Com-
munity that inspires spiritual living in an awaken-
ing world. We are a progressive, open minded and 
diverse community and we welcome you to join 
us. Childcare and youth education are provided 
during Sunday service. Unity of Charlotte is af-
filiated with Unity Worldwide Ministries. Unity of 
Charlotte, 401 East Arrowood Rd. (704)523-0062. 
UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Spiritual Gathering - 11am-1pm. We are a 
spirit-driven, friendly, and open community that 
honors the many gifts and talents of those that are 
consciously aware of their journey as co-creators 
with Source. We extend a warm welcome to all, 
irrespective of faith or philosophical perspective. 
CSILOnline.org or (704) 909-6033. 

Charlotte Comedy Theater Family Show-5pm. 
Kids and Seniors $5, adults $10. Family Friendly, PG 
rated, interactive improv shows for the entire fami-
ly. NC Music Factory. CharlotteComedyTheater.com.

Awakenings: The Charlotte Progressive Chris-
tian Meet-up - 5:45 pm, 2nd and 4th Sundays. 
Creative community devotion, dinner, and discus-
sion. Worship in the style of Taize followed by 
great food and conversation. Currently exploring 
the Eight Points of Progressive Christianity. St. 
Andrew’s Episcopal, 3601 Central Ave. Info: 
704-560-2441 or AwakenOnline.info.

Tai Chi, Yoga, Kungfu and Meditation Classes – 
Cultural center open 7 days a week. The Peaceful 
Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek Road (Hwy. 160), Char-
lotte. (704) 504-8866. ThePeacefulDragon.com.

monday
  

Infertility Support Group for Women-Share in 
the exchange of wisdom, insights and support while 
creating a personal plan for wellbeing. An invalu-
able tool for coping and tapping into your inherent 
wholeness. Monday evening groups, 6 sessions 
each. info@wholepersonwellnesscoaching.com, 
WholePersonWellness Coaching.com.

Food Addicts in Recovery Anonymous – Are you 
having trouble controlling the way you eat?  FA is 
a free twelve step recovery program for anyone suf-
fering from food obsession, overeating, under-eating 
and bulimia. Details/weekly meetings: 704-348-
1569 or FoodAddicts.org.   

Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Morning Meditation – 9-10am. Free - Bringing like 
minds and hearts together, this period of stillness 
may be just what you need to start each week with 
a happy sigh. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing techniques, 
gentle poses, meditation, massage, and aroma-
therapy for rejuvenation and inner exploration. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887.

Lunchtime Yoga – 12pm. Great for beginners or 
rebuilding foundations! Practice yoga in a welcom-
ing and personal setting. Kamati Massage and Yoga. 
700 East Blvd., Suite 1.Kamati.net.

Therapeutic Yoga-5:45pm. Breathing techniques, 
gentle poses, aromatherapy, massage and meditation 
to peacefully bring you into the present moment. All 
levels, beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga in South 
Charlotte. 704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Beginners Chen Tai Chi for Fitness and Self-
Defense- 6:30-8pm. Tai Chi is a fitness and internal 
martial arts practice that at the same time exercises 
the body, internal energy and mind. Learn the 74 
movement form of the original style of Tai Chi, the 
“perfect exercise” for improving fitness, promoting 
health, reducing stress, developing self-defense 
skills, and achieving mind and body wellness. 14136 
Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.    

The Sacred Activists Second Wave Spirituality 
Group – 7pm. 1st and 3rd Mondays. There is a great 
spiritual reformation sweeping across our land that 
is calling us to come together in our love for God 
and our passion for justice and work together for 
solidarity, equanimity, inclusive, human and animal 
rights and to take care of planet earth. 401 E. Ar-
rowood Rd. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Oneness Blessing-7pm. Love offering. A non-
denominational experience that transfers physical 
energy, awakening our connection with the oneness in 
everything, allowing each of us to deepen our relation-
ship with those we love, with ourselves ,with strangers 
and our creator. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

ongoingeventsA
NEW
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A
NEW
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Weekly Insight (Vipassana) Meditation – 7:30-
8:30 PM. Donation. Brief talk, followed by 30-min-
ute meditation session, and then discussion period. 
Appropriate for all levels of experience. Yoga for 
Life, 1410 W. Morehead St. 704-995-4860. 

tuesday
Mixed Level 1 Alignment Based Yoga Class 
– 9-10:15am. $15 drop in/class packages avail-
able. For those wanting to expand their yoga 
practice or for those without yoga experience 
but who are physically active. 3512 – D Provi-
dence Road South, Waxhaw. WaxhawYoga.com 
or 704-574-0782.

Gentle Yoga-9:30-11am. Gentle, basic move-
ments for those with physical limitations, inju-
ries, illness or new to yoga. Guidance on breath-
ing techniques and meditations that offer stress 
reduction and relaxation. HarmonyYogaNC.com. 
704-277-3887.

Yoga for Grief & Hope – 10:30-11:30am. $15. Yoga 
is a natural and effective way to re-connect with your 
body, to calm your mind and to soothe your spirit. 
This yoga class is for all-levels, suitable for almost 
anyone. 4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org.

Atherton Market-3-7pm. (Wed, 9am-1pm). A lively 
mix of retailers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. 
From fresh meats and vegetables to unique art and 
jewelry, the market offers a fantastic shopping experi-
ence. Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont Avenue 
in Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

in the Bob Cat Room. Info: EpilepsyCharlotte.org, 
704-376-3158, CharNCEpilepsySupport@att.net.

wednesday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Yoga Basics – 9:30-10:45am and 6:30-7:45pm. $15 
drop in or packages available. For anyone new to 
yoga or returning to yoga.  Learn principles of good 
alignment in basic yoga poses.  3512-D Providence 
Road South. WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Yoga Bliss - 10am. A fusion of breathing tech-
niques, gentle poses, aromatherapy, meditation, 
and massage for rejuvenation and exploration. All 
levels, beginners welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.com 
or 704-277-3887. 

Lunchtime Yoga – 12pm. Great for beginners or 
rebuilding foundations! Practice yoga in a welcom-
ing and personal setting. Kamati Massage and Yoga, 
700 East Blvd., Suite 1. Kamati.net. 

Therapeutic Yoga-5:30pm. Breathing techniques, 
gentle hatha yoga poses, aromatherapy, massage 
and meditation to peacefully bring you into the 
present moment. All levels, beginners welcome. 
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Spiritual Book Study - 6:30-8:30pm. Engage in 
thought-provoking and spiritually uplifting discus-
sions. CSILOnline.org or (704) 909-6033.

Vinyasa Yoga – 6pm. Breathe, flow, and connect 
to your strongest self. Practice yoga in a welcom-
ing and personal setting. 6pm. Kamati Massage 
and Yoga. 700 East Blvd., Suite 1. Kamati.net.

Alignment Based Yoga Classes Mixed Level 2–6-
7:30pm. $15 drop in or packages available. Strenuous 
class for those who have an established yoga practice and 
want to advance to more complex poses. 3512 – D Provi-
dence Road South. WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Empower Your Life with Elixir Qigong - 6:30-
8pm. An ancient Chinese mind and body practice 
to unlock, harness, circulate and balance your 
life energy or Qi. Learn the foundation exercises 
to relieve muscle and joint pain, reduce stress, 
balance metabolism, beautify the skin, boost 
vitality, promote circulation, prevent illness, and 
cultivate your spiritual nature. 14136 Lancaster 
Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.

Raw Food Charlotte - 6:30pm. Free. Meets fourth 
Tuesday of each month. Raw living food is packed 
with vitamins, minerals, enzymes and helps to 
alkalize our bodies. Earthfare Community Room, 
12235 N Community House Rd. Facebook group: 
RawFoodCharlotte.

SoulCollage for Grief & Hope - 7-9pm. 2nd 
Tues. $25, free coupon on website. SoulCollage is 
a process for accessing your intuition and creating 
5x7 cards with deep personal meaning that will 
help you with life’s questions and transitions. 
No artistic talent is needed and all supplies are 
provided. 4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org.

Charlotte Epilepsy Support Group: 7-8:30pm. 
3rd Tuesday. Educational speakers, Q/A, and sup-
port. Presbyterian Hospital, 200 Hawthorne LN., 
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Insight Meditation Community of Charlotte 
- 7:00 Beginners Instructions; 7:30 Silent Medi-
tation; 8:00 Talk followed by a discussion and 
lovingkindness meditation. All levels welcomed. 
Donation. 200 North Sharon Amity Road. Insight-
MeditationCharlotte.org, 704-544-0003.  

Intro to Meditation and Christian Mysticism 
- 7:30pm. Free. An excellent 6 week course that 
provides an overview of understanding how to work 
with the laws of the Universe and how to be in accord 
with God. We will talk about prayer, meditation, 
blessings, Light, and a real understanding of your 
Soul and it’s relationship to God within you. 6100 
Monroe Rd. CentersOfLight.org/Charlotte.html, 
RevSimone@CentersOfLight.org, 704-526-8310.

Sleep Deep Yoga-7pm. Decompress and get over the 
hump with breathing techniques, gentle hatha yoga pos-
tures, aromatherapy, massage and meditation for deep 
relaxation and a good night’s sleep. All levels, beginners 
welcome. HarmonyYogaNC.com or 704-277-3887. 

Deep Stretch Yoga – 7:30pm. Soften tight muscles 
and relax the mind. Practice yoga in a welcoming 
and personal setting. Kamati Massage and Yoga, 700 
East Blvd., Suite 1. Kamati.net.

thursday
Infertility Support Group for Women - Share in 
the exchange of wisdom, insights and support while 
creating a personal plan for wellbeing. An invalu-
able tool for coping and tapping into your inherent 
wholeness. Thursday morning groups, 6 sessions 
each.   info@wholepersonwellnesscoaching.com, 
WholePersonWellness Coaching.com.

Mixed Level 1 Alignment Based Yoga Class – 
9-10:15am. $15 drop in/class packages available. 
For those wanting to expand their yoga practice 
or for those without yoga experience but who are 
physically active. 3512 – D Providence Road South, 
Waxhaw. WaxhawYoga.com or 704-574-0782.

A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Free will offer-
ing. A transformative ongoing study group open 
to all. Where philosophy, psychology, and religion 
end, A Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood 
Road. 704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Migun “Matthews Playhouse Day”  - 11am-8pm. 
$5 donation supports the Matthews Playhouse of the 
Performing Arts. Get a 30 minute therapeutic far 
infrared acupressure massage at Migun of Charlotte. 
9105-B Pineville Matthews Rd. 704 -540-4848 and 
MigunCharlotte.com. 

Psychic Development -11am-12:30pm and 6:30 
– 8pm. $15. Learn and grow the intuitive side of 
YourSelf. Come explore and expand the depth of 
your own intuitive skills and gifts. The journey 
continues. Meetup.com/TheNook. 704-502-2961.

Charlotte Green Drinks - 5:30pm. 2nd Thurs-
days. Where Charlotte’s environmentally minded 
individuals, businesses and non-profits meet to 
network and make a difference in the world. 
The Liberty Gastropub, 1812 South Blvd. Info: 
GreenDrinks.org/NC/Charlotte.

Lake Norman Green Drinks-5:30-7pm. 4th Thurs-
days. An organic, self-organizing network for those 
interested in renewable energy, green and clean tech 
or the environmental field. Campania Café, 416 
South Main Street (South Main Square) in Davidson. 
RSVP: 704-896-0094 or krose@roseassociates.com.

Concord Green Drinks - 5:30pm. 3nd Thursdays. 
A platform that drives networking, conversation and 
education in Cabarrus County. If you are focused 
on sustainability or being environmentally friendly, 
then this is the place for you.  Embassy Suites 
(Rocky River Grille Botanic Room #2) 5400 John 
Q. Hammons Blvd. GreenDrinks.org/NC/Concord.

Charlotte Community of Mindfulness- 6-7pm. Prac-
ticing in the tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh. Sitting and 
walking meditation, reading and discussion. Room 27 
of the Education Building at Myers Park Baptist Church, 
1931 Selwyn Avenue. CharlotteMindfulness.org.

Feldenkrais Awareness through Movement - 
6:15-7:15pm. Enhance flexibility, posture, balance 
and coordination and reduce stress, strain, physical 
and emotional discomfort and injury. Learn practi-
cal ways to achieve focus, deep relaxation, renewal 
and a better connection to yourself. 4805 Park Road, 
St 200. 704-527-5996, MovementDialogues.com.

Beginning Yoga – 6:30-7:30pm. $15 drop in/class 
packages available. Perfect for beginners, those 
that want a lighter practice or for those recovering 
from injury, illness or have special needs. 3512 
– D Providence Road South. WaxhawYoga.com, 
704-574-0782.

Intermediate Chen Tai Chi - 6:30-8pm. Tai Chi has 
been called “the perfect exercise” because it condi-
tions the body, internal energy and mind. Learn the 
24 movement form of the Hun Yuan Chen Tai Chi 
system as imparted by Grand Master Feng Zhiq-
ian directly to Master Zhang Xue Xin and passed 
on to Lao Shi. Dr. Camilo. Cultivate your internal 
life energy to promote health, develop self-defense 
skills, and achieve mind-body balance. 14136 
Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088, elixirqigong.com.     

Charlotte Area CFS/ME and FMS Support Group-
7pm. 3rd Thursday. Sharon Presbyterina Church, 
5201 Sharon Rd. Info: Kebbiei Cannon @ 704-843-
1193, kebbie1@windstream.net or CharlotteCFS.org.

Reiki Healing Group -7pm. Love offering. A 
hands-on healing method that promotes deep re-
laxation, pain and stress reduction and jump-starts 

healing. All welcome. 401 East Arrowood Road. 
UnityOfCharlotte.org or (704) 523-0062.

Natural Blendz Juicing Demonstration - 7:30-
8:30pm. Every 3rd Thursday of the month stop by 
for our free juicing demonstration to get juicing tips, 
taste tasting and questions and answers forum.  Find 
out how you can rent a juicer for only $5 a day. 10020 
Monroe Road. NaturalBlendz.com, 704-708-4997.

friday
Yoga for Cancer Survivors – Drop-in classes avail-
able at Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness for 
anyone diagnosed with cancer. 125 Baldwin Ave., 
Ste. 100. 704-384-6959.

Body & Soul Yoga-10am. Breathing techniques, 
gentle hatha yoga poses and meditation to nurture and 
restore you. Beginners welcome. Harmony Yoga. 704-
277-3887. South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

NoDa Gallery Crawls - 6pm. 1st and 3rd Fri. Expe-
rience the sights and sounds of Historic North Char-
lotte’s Art District. Great music mixed with extended 
gallery and retail hours. Noda.org.

Conscious Seekers for Intentional Living (CSIL) 
Metaphysics at the Movies - Every 2nd Friday, 6:30 
p.m. Free. Bring a friend. Refreshments available 
for purchase. CSILOnline.org or (704) 909-6033.

saturday
Yoga Bliss- 8:30 and10:15am. Relax into the week-
end with a fusion of breathing techniques, gentle 
poses, meditation. A deep guided relaxation for 
rejuvenation. All levels, beginners welcome. Har-
mony Yoga in South Charlotte. HarmonyYogaNC.
com or 704-277-3887.

Divorce/Relationship Loss Support Group-
9am-$30. Feelings of anger, sadness, confusion 
and rejection can cause you to wonder if you will 
ever bounce back or cause the future to look empty. 
Rebuilding your future in a way that you desire 
takes dedication and support. 4919 Monroe Rd, 
TheRespite.org  

Atherton Market-9am-2pm. A lively mix of retail-
ers and a high quality Farmer’s Market. From fresh 
meats and vegetables to unique art and jewelry, 
the market offers a fantastic shopping experience. 
Corner of South Boulevard and Tremont Avenue in 
Historic South End (2104 South Blvd).

Mixed Level Yoga Class - 9:30-10:45am. $15 
drop in/class packages available. Using Alignment 
Principles, this class offers an invigorating prac-
tice. Poses can be modified for different levels or 
physical concerns. 3512-D Providence Road South. 
WaxhawYoga.com, 704-574-0782.

Reiki Energy Share- 3:15-4:15pm. The first Sat-
urday of the month gathering will set in motion the 
practice and/or discovery of your healing energy 
abilities. Meetup.com/TheNook.

Charlotte Comedy Theater at Wet Willies - 
8pm. $10 rated R. Interactive comedy for 21 
and up audience. See Charlotte’s stellar cast of 
comedians as they improvise games based on 
audience suggestion. Reservtions: 803-548-6824. 
CharlotteComdeyTheater.com.

View from Lake Norman boathouse
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communityresourceguide   
...connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our 
community. To find out how you can be included in the Community Resource 
Guide, email Ads@AwakeningCharlotte.com to request our media kit. 

ACUPUNCTURE

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD 
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202,  
Charlotte, (704) 540-6900 
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese 
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style 
needle skills and alternative 
health services to provide the 
highest standard of health 
enhancement. See ad page 11.

ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER/
TAO HEALING ARTS 
Camilo Sanchez, OMD, L. Ac, MQG 
(704) 542-8088, ElixirQigong.com

With 23 years of clinical and 
t e a c h i n g  e x p e r i e n c e  i n 
acupunc tu re  and  Ch inese 
medicine, Dr.  Camilo’s expertise 
is to identify the root cause of 
your health concerns. Specializing 
in the treatment of pain conditions, 
women’s  heal th ,  digest ive 

disorders, sports injuries, stress and chronic 
diseases. See ad pg 45.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE & 
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac 
(704) 968-0351 
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

 Acupuncture & herbal experts and 
professors from China with 30 
years clinical experience now 
serving Charlotte.

BIOFEEDBACK

HEALTHY HOME MARKET STORES 
Joy Fanning & Maeya Carr 
(704) 927-8544 
jfanning@healthyhomemkt.com

Computerized Natural 
Health Consultations with 
the EPFX/SCIO Quantum 
Biofeedback device. Well-
ness education, supplement 
purchasing guidelines, stress 
reduction, pain manage-
ment. See our video at 
HealthyHomeMkt.com. See 
ad back cover.

CLEANING

MAID PURE
Serving the entire Charlotte area 
(704) 999-8207, (704) 999-1947 
MaidPure.com

 Organic cleaning company 
with a twist. Transforming 
homes into your own per-
sonal sanctuary. Turn-down 
bed service, essential oils and 
homemade treats . . . luxury 
awaits! 

COLONICS

CHARLOTTE COLON 
HYDROTHERAPY
Paul & Catherine Simard 
942 W Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208 
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com 
(704) 858-4802

Get Healthy with Colonics! Begin 
your journey to wellness in a safe, 
clean and professional environment. 
Since 1994. Certified and member 
of I-ACT. Uptown Charlotte.

F5 COLON HYDROTHERAPY
Kristen Lockhart
8708 Arbor Creek Drive
Charlotte, NC 28269
f5colonhydrotherapy.com
(704) 947-8877

When you relax, you release! If 
you eat drink and breathe, you 
are processing toxins. Come 
e x p e r i e n c e  r e h y d r a t i o n , 
relaxation and the best colon 
cleanse at F5 colon hydrotherapy. 

HURLEY WELLNESS CENTER
1807 South Main St., Kannapolis, NC 28081 
(704) 938-1589 
HurleyWellnessCenter.com

For the most comfortable, relaxing 
and private colon cleansing 
experience, schedule your colonic 
with us today. Cleaned, purified, 
magnetized, warmed water for 
your safety. Packages available. 
See ad page 25.

COUNSELORS

BELINDA HAVERDILL, M.A., L.P.C.
7810 Pineville-Matthews Rd. Suite 6
(704) 540-2855
bh@belindahaverdill.com
BelilndaHaverdill.com

Promoting a holistic approach in 
exploring opportunities to deal 
with life’s struggles which go 
beyond focusing on symptoms. 
Belinda’s approach is empower-
ing, compassionate and life 
changing. See ad page 10.

WHOLE PERSON WELLNESS 
COACHING
Alyson Stonebraker
Certified Health & Wellness Coach
726 East Blvd, 2nd Fl, Charlotte
(704) 965-0476  
WholePersonWellnessCoaching.com

Integrated health & wellness 
coaching for women experiencing 
infertility.  Create greater balance 
& peace of mind while naturally 
supporting reproductive health.  
Group & individual services. 
Inquire about our Fertility 
Wellness Groups. See ad page 25.

DETOXIFICATION

DETOX YOU
Aleesha K. Ashlie
(704) 995-5337
aashlie@windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com 

OPTIMIZE HEALTH & RECOVERY! Cleanse 
every cell in your body. Experience more energy, 
boosted immune system, quicker recovery from 
allergies, athletics, illness, surgery, and more.

EARTH MEDICINE 
PRACTITIONER 

ROBBIE WARREN, 
OTTER WOMAN STANDING
Otter Dance Earth Medicine 
(704) 904-4953 
OtterDance.com

Robbie has been blessed 
with the unique insight 
and connection to the 
Spirit  World. She is 
dedicated to the spiritual 
path of Earth Medicine 
and nature. Through 
ceremony, readings, and 

healings Robbie can help you to break old patterns 
and gain new perspective on receiving a fuller life. 
See ad page 41.
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HYPNOTHERAPY

TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M. Thunberg, MHt 
19900 S. Main St, Cornelius, NC 
TranspersonalPower.com
(704) 237-3561

T r a n s p e r s o n a l  P o w e r 
Hypnotherapy is dedicated to 
helping individuals and groups 
of the new conscious world 
enrich their lives by empowering 
the body, mind, and spirit. In 
addition to individual and group 
hypnotherapy sessions, we will 

also offer Metaphysical Seminars, Workshops and 
Networking Groups for like minded people at “Our 
Place” the seminar room, at Transpersonal Power. 
See ad page 38.

INTUITIVE READINGS

THE SOURCE WITHIN YOU
Rev. Julie E. Bradshaw
(803) 800-9211
TheSourceWithinYou.com

Julie offers intuitive life readings, 
Akashic Record Readings and 
angel and spirit guide Readings. 
She is a Reiki Master and 
Certified Hypnotherapist who is 
also certified in Psych-K and 
NLP. She is available by phone or 
email.

LAWNCARE

CLEAN AIR LAWN CARE 
Phil Haynes
CleanAirLawncareCharlotte.com
(704) 756-7634

Changing the way Charlotte mows the lawn!  Using 
100% organic fertilizers and battery powered 
equipment (charged from solar panels on our 
trucks!) we provide a clean and green lawn that’s 
healthy for kids and pets and creates zero emissions!  
Oh and let the neighbors know we are 55-70% 
quieter than gas powered equipment!  Call Phil for 
a free estimate today! See ad page 17. 

FINANCIAL

WADDELL & REED, INC. 
Gregory S. Latini, Financial Advisor
5950 Fairview Road, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28210
(704) 553-7220 Ext 130
(704) 641-0895 Cell
glatini@wradvisors.com

Helping families and business 
owners create financial balance by 
assisting in the accumulation and 
protection of their wealth through 
holistic and comprehensive 
financial planning. See ad pg 13.

FITNESS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a 
week. Take control of your 
fitness, stress reduction, 
healing and self-defense. 
Programs for kids aged 3 and 
up through senior citizens. See 

ad inside front cover.

GIFT SHOPS

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393
Angelfire.com/nc3/freespiritgiftshop/

Come in to experience all the peace and joy a 
spiritual shop can offer. We offer a wide variety 
of items for your enjoyment. Now offering 
Meditative Drumming Journeys and Pendulum 
Tarot Reading. See ad page 41.

HOMEOPATHY

CAROLINAS NATURAL  
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell RoadMatthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Anxiety, Depression, ADHD, 
Digestive Disorders.Charlotte’s 
only doctors specializing in 
homeopathyWe focus on treating 
YOU to uncover the cause of your 
health condition and empower 
you to better health! Call for your 
free consultation. See ad page 45.

LIFE INTEGRATION  
CONSULTANT

TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE BY DESIGN
Louise Grogan, Life Integration Consultant
Gastonia, North Carolina
(704) 574-0408
LouiseGrogan.com

L o u i s e  G r o g a n  i s  a n 
empowering communicator on 
how to transform the thunders 
in our life into powerful allies. 
Grogan, is an empowering life 
t r ans former,  dynamic ,  and 
witty. She is gifted in working 
wi th  teenage ,  incarcera ted 

young  women .  Ava i l ab l e  fo r  s emina r s , 
speaking  engagements .  Phone  or  Skype 
consu l t a t i ons  ava i l ab l e .  See  ad  pg  41 .  

MARTIAL ARTS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a 
week. Take control of your  
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up, through 
senior citizens. See ad inside 
front cover.

MASSAGE

ESSENTIAL THERAPY
Laura Vokoun, LMBT, NC#5315
447 S. Sharon Amity, Suite 225
(704) 806-8380
laura@essentialtherapync.com

RELIEVE your pain, RETRAIN 
your muscles, REBALANCE 
your body, & RELAX and enjoy 
life. Massage Therapy for Pain 
Management, Injury Recovery/
Prevention, Stress Reduction, 
Relaxation. $10 off your first visit.

MEDITATION

HARMONY YOGA
South Charlotte
(704) 277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Workshops and personalized 
instruction to help you establish 
and maintain a meditation 
practice. Learn a variety of 
techniques involving the breath, 
v i s u a l i z a t i o n ,  m a n t r a , 
movement, affirmations, sound 
and aromatherapy to discover  

what works best for you. See ad pg 29.

reserve your space by:

12th of the month
Ads@AwakeningCharlotte.com

Community Resource Guide Listings 
starting at $35/month with an Ad 

$52.50/mth - 12/mth listing 
$59.50/mth - 6/mth listing 
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MIDWIVES
CAROLINA COMMUNITY
MATERNITY CENTER
Licensed Midwives: Lisa Johnson,
Christine Strothers, Leigh Fransen and
Damaris Pittman
2848 Pleasant Rd, Ste 101, Fort Mill, SC 
29708 (803) 802-9494, CarolinaBirth.org 

The only out-of-hospital birth 
center in the greater Charlotte 
area. The CCMC brings 
natural, safe, and personalized 
care of Licensed Midwifery to 
low-risk pregnant women. 
Water birth available, most 
insurances accepted. 

. 

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN

CAROLINAS NATURAL 
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
1126 Sam Newell Road
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive 
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD. 
Charlotte’s only doctors specializing 
in homeopathy. We focus on 
treating YOU to uncover the cause 
of your health condition and 
empower you to better health! Call 
f o r  y o u r  c o m p l i m e n t a r y 
consultation. See ad page 45.

DR. MELONNI DOOLEY, NMD, MS
1201 East Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 332-1201
TheArtofLivingCenter.com

Begin living a life of vibrant health! 
I see all ages and conditions but 
focus on women’s health, geriatrics, 
GI conditions and neurodegenerative 
disorders like Alzheimer’s. 

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste C
(704) 414-0380
TheEastWestCenter.com

Are your medications making you 
sick? Dr. Chérie Minette uses natural 
therapies to treat a wide range of 
health concerns, including: allergies, 
depression, anxiety, reflux, 
menopause, irritable bowel, acne, 
sinusitis, attention disorder, yeast 

infections, and much more. Safe and effective 
treatments, without side effects. See ad page 35.

NATUROPATH

DR. LORA HURLEY, ND, CTN
ANCB Certified Traditional Naturopath
Certified Phlebotomist
Certified Clinical Microscopy
Certified Live Blood Cell Analysis
(704) 938-1589
HurleyWellnessCenter.com

Offering: Wellness Healthcare and 
Wellness Education Specializing 
in: Whole Body Detoxification and 
Blood Nutrition Analysis. Certified 
Lymphatic Tissue Detoxification.
Certified Brimhall Wellness 
Clinician. See ad page 25.

PSYCHIC

MARSHA G. COOK
(704)502-2961
MarshaGCook.com

Rev. Marsha G. Cook, co-director 
of the Kent-Cook Institute is a 
certified spiritual counselor and 
Metaphysical teacher, included in 
readings, Numerology, Word 
Wizardry and Spirit Guides.  
Marsha also conducts spiritual 

weddings. See ad page 39.

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E. Kent
(423) 300-8618 
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the 
Nook Cornelius, is a certified 
psychic  medium,  sp i r i tua l 
communicator, numerologist, 
palmist, relationship counselor 
and metaphysical teacher. Heidi 
also conducts spiritual weddings. 
See ad page 39.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT

JANET SUSSMAN
Intuitive Consultation
(980) 236-7026
janet_sussman@att.net
timeportalpubs.com

Founder of the Sunpoint™ 
method of energy balancing and 
realignment, transformational 
musician, and author. Over 30 
years experience working with 
adults and children focusing on 
life purpose, creativity, personal 
relationships, and the challenges 

of the spiritual quest. Ongoing classes, workshops 
and transformational music concerts. See ad pg 33.

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE
Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E. Arrowood Rd., Charlotte
(704) 523-0062
UnityofCharlotte.org

Unity is a Spiritual Community 
that will support you on your 
spiritual journey. Join us if you 
are looking for a vibrant, joyous 
celebration service, with 
wonderful music, each Sunday 
at 10:30AM. Childcare and 
Youth Education provided. A 

member of Unity Worldwide Ministries. We host a 
variety of classes, groups and activities to support your 
health wellness and spiritual journey.  See ad page 25.

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Directors and Co-Pastors
Revs. Christy Snow & Renee’ Leboa
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

A welcoming and 
diverse Spiritual 
family living the 
teaching of the 
Science of Mind 
Philosophy.  We 

believe that as we change our thinking, we change our 
lives and as we improve our lives we change the world.  
We believe in creating positive change in the world by 
being a loving presence in it.  Join us in loving the world 
to wholeness! See ad page 7.

SPIRITUAL COACHES

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Director and Co-Pastor
Rev. Christy Snow
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

Teaching others to live a life of 
intention that is heart centered, 
peace filled, and aligned with a 
higher vision for their lives.  Rev. 
Christy uses practical tools to live 
a life that is fully expressed and 
led by sacred love.

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTER 
OF CHARLOTTE
Spiritual Director and Co-Pastor
Rev. Renee’ Leboa
SLCCharlotte.com
(704) 665-1886

 Empowering individuals to 
realize their magnificence 
by tapping into what she 
calls your 5 points of power 
and learning to follow what 
is uniquely “Your North 
S ta r” .   Ava i lab le  fo r 

individual or group sessions.
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VEGAN/VEGETARIAN

NOURISH
Info@NourishCharlotte.com
(704) 448-FOOD (3663)
NourishCharlotte.com

Exquisitely healthy, delicious, 
locally sourced, super clean, 
vegan/veg food . . . delivered? 
It’s not too good to be true; it’s 
Nourish! We are Charlotte’s 
only vegan/veg prepared food 

delivery service, with a weekly menu that is at least 
80% organic/pesticide-free & gluten/processed-
sugar free. Order online once/week; receive delivery 
to your home or office the following week. Serving 
Charlotte, Huntersville, Cornelius, Davidson. See 
ad page 13.

WATER

ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE  
@ Migun of Charlotte
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road 
 Pineville, NC 28134 
704 -540-4848 MigunCharlotte.com 

 Alkaline Ionized Water by the gallon (bring your 
container or purchase ours).  Stop by to learn more 
about this healthy water and also experience a free 
far-infrared acupressure massage on one of Migun’s 
award winning multi-functional physical therapy 
tables.  See ad page 35.

WELLNESS CENTER

THE HOLISTIC WELLNESS CENTER
OF CHARLOTTE
1704 East Blvd, Suite 100
Charlotte, NC 28207
HolisticCharlotte.com
(704) 308-3557

Your  p r emie r  cho i ce  fo r 
chiropractic, acupuncture, Chinese 
medicine and natural allergy 
desensitization in Charlotte. Our 
clinic also has groundbreaking 
specialized treatment plans for 
Autism, ADD/ADHD. We are an 
integrated clinic that draws on our 

extensive understanding of alternative and Western 
medicines to offer each patient a total healthcare 
experience. See ad pages 27. 

HAAS WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte
(704) 837-2420
DoctorHaas.com

As wellness practitioners we focus on holistic care 
as well as chronic and difficult cases. We look 
forward to discussing the issues that you’re facing, 
working on solutions, and helping to implement 
those changes in your life. See ad page 3.

TAI CHI/QIGONG

ELIXIR QIGONG CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, OMD. L. Ac. RYT
(704) 542-8088
ElixirQiGong.com

Dr. Camilo teaches original Chen 
Tai Chi and ElixirQigong TM to 
develop the life energy within the 
body (Chi) for fitness, self defense, 
healing and cultivation of the spirit. 
Classes held Monday and Thursday 
at 6:30pm. Call to register. See ad 
page 45.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,HWY 160  
Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy and 
develop top physical and spiritual 
well-being! Learn authentic and 
traditional tai chi and qigong at 
Charlotte’s #1 school for martial 
arts and health arts. See ad inside 
front cover.

TAROLOGIST

GINA SPRIGGS
(704) 846-0217
Tarologist.com
ginaspriggs@tarologist.com

Master Tarologist  offering 
Intuitive Tarot Readings, Intuitive 
D eve l o p m e n t  Wo r k s h o p s , 
Intuitive Tarot Workshops, Aura 
Readings and Healing - Face-to-
face (Providence Plantation and 
The Bag Lady), via phone or 
Skype. Parties and Special Events 
too! See ad page 43.

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN

BEVERLY’S GOURMET FOODS
Atherton Mill Market
Mecklenburg County Market
(704) 533-0073
BeverlysGourmetFoods.com

"No processed 
foods or artificial

anything; Only
whole foods!"

Delicious, healthy, prepared foods 
featuring Vegetarian, Vegan and 
Gluten-Free entrees. No processed 
foods or artificial anything; only 
whole foods! Offering: soups/
salads, tofu entrees, lasagnas, 
vegan burgers, casseroles & chilis 

and more. Our menu changes weekly, see website for 
updates and call to place an order! See ad page 5.

YOGA

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
Located in South Charlotte 
(704) 277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Yoga sends a signal to every cell 
of your body to relax, calming 
racing thoughts and clarifying 
your spirit. Small classes in a 
quiet, nurturing space overlook-
ing nature. Gentle poses and 
breath work for all levels. 
Beginners welcome. See ad pg 29. 

KAMATI MASSAGE AND YOGA
700 East Blvd. Suite 1, Dilworth 
Kamati.net
Info@Kamati.net

Offering yoga classes and 
massage services in a 
welcoming and personal 
setting. Located in historic 
Dilworth, next to the 
Greek Orthodox Church. 
See ad page 43. 

LAHIRI YOGA CENTER
155 Joe V. Knox Ave.
Mooresville, NC 28117
(704) 662-0946, (704) 460-4003
lahiriyogacenter.com

New Yoga & Pilates Studio now 
open in Mooresville! Yoga feeds 
the body, mind & soul, bringing 
all aspects of being to a clear, 
centered point – that’s its beauty. 
Pilates rebalances & strengthens 
the body while retraining the 

mind. Serving beginners thru advanced in a dedicated 
studio inside the beautiful Ahlara Spa. See ad pg 39. 

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160 
Charlotte, NC, 
(704) 504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Authentic yoga for health, self-
cultivation and enlightenment. 
Using postures and methods 
practiced for centuries in the 
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of 
China. See ad inside front cover.

WAXHAW YOGA
Vicky Smith
3512–D Providence Road South
(704) 574-0782, WaxhawYoga.com

Alignment  Based 
Yo g a ,  S w e d i s h , 
N e u r o - M u s c u l a r 
Therapy  & Deep 
Tissue Massage, Tai 
Chi Yang Style Form, 
Qi Gong (Chi Gong) 

& Weapons and Kid’s Yoga Classes. See ad page 23.
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If you would like us to bring copies of 
Natural Awakenings each month to 

your business, please send an email to: 
Publisher@AwakeningCharlotte.com. 

findnaturalawakenings
Natural Awakenings is a free monthly publication, committed to connecting 
the community with health, wellness and environmentally-friendly resources 
and information. We would like to thank the over 600 area businesses who 
provide Natural Awakenings to their customers and allow us to distribute the 
magazine in their place of business. 

Below please find the local natural food stores who carry our magazine, as well 
as other locations where you can find racks with a large quantity each month. 

NATURAL FOOD STORES

BERRYBROOK FARM
1257 East Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 334-6528
BerrybrookFarm.com

EARTH FARE
EarthFare.com

Ballantyne - 12235 N. Community House Road
(704) 926-1201

South Park - 721 Governor Morrison Street
(704) 749-5042

Huntersville - 14021 Boren St
(704) 875-3122

Rock Hill - 725 Cherry Road
(803) 327-1030

HEALTHY HOME MARKET
HEMarket.com

Historic South End
2707 South Boulevard 
(704) 522-8123

Matthews
1816-G Galleria Boulevard
(704) 319-2172

East Charlotte
5410 E. Independence Boulevard 
(704) 536-4663

Davidson
261 Griffith Street
(704) 892-6191

NATURAL MARKETPLACE
8206 Providence Rd, South Charlotte
(704) 542-1444 
 
ORGANIC MARKETPLACE
1012 S. New Hope Road, Gastonia, NC 
(704) 864-0605

THE NATURAL CHOICE
1741 Gold Hill Road, Fort Mill, SC
(803) 547-1142

VITAMIN SHOPPE
VitaminShoppe.com

9620 Pineville-Matthew Road
(704) 540-2841

9815 Northlake Center Pkwy
(704) 921-4599

LIBRARY 

BAXTER LIBRARY
1818 2nd Baxter Crossing
Fort Mill, SC

GASTON COUNTY LIBRARY
1555 East Garrison Boulevard
Gastonia, North Carolina

INDIAN TRAIL LIBRARY
123 Unionville Indian Trail Road West
Indian Trail, NC 

MINT HILL LIBRARY
6840 Matthews-Mint Hill Road
Charlotte, NC

MONROE LIBRARY
316 E. Windsor Street, Monroe, NC

MOORESVILLE LIBRARY
304 S. Main Street, Mooresville, NC

MYERS PARK LIBRARY
1361 Queens Road, Charlotte, NC 

PLAZA MIDWOOD LIBRARY
1623 Central Avenue, Charlotte, NC

ROCK HILL LIBRARY 
138 East Black Street  Rock Hill, SC

SOUTH COUNTY REGIONAL
5801 Rea Road, Charlotte, NC

STEELE CREEK LIBRARY
13620 Steele Creek Road, Charlotte, NC

METAPHYSICAL STORES

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
2621 Weddington Road, Monroe, NC
(704) 291-9393

MAMA BESSIES
3010 Monroe Road, Charlotte, NC 
(704) 632-9911

THE PORTAL
1825 East 7th Street, Elizabeth, NC
(704) 606-7259

THE NOOKSTORE
19621 Catawba Ave., Cornelius, NC
(704) 896-3111

Nurture
Your Business

 
Our readers 

are looking for  
YOU.

Contact us for  
more information.

704.499.3327
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com
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NAWebstore Advertorial

Fresh Wave IAQ
A Natural, Effective Way to Eliminate Odors
Cigarette and cigar smoke, cooking smells, paint, mustiness and mildew plus pet and body odors—our homes and businesses 
are filled with unpleasant scents that we often try to mask by using spray and plug-in air fresheners and deodorizers. 
Unfortunately, these products often rely upon synthetic citrus scents or flowery perfumes that release harmful chemicals such 
as phosphates, chlorine bleach or ammonia that can cause allergic reactions, trigger asthma attacks and irritate the lungs. 
They also create their own odor, which can trigger headaches or respiratory reactions in people and pets.

Healthier, eco-friendly alternatives are provided by Fresh Wave IAQ natural odor eliminators, which effectively remove 
both organic and inorganic malodors from the air, laundry, carpet, upholstery and other surfaces. These innovative products 
do not mask odors—instead, they chemically bond with odor-causing molecules and eliminate them completely, without 
leaving a fragrance. In fact, the only thing left behind is the sweet smell of nothing at all.

Fresh Wave IAQ products, which are safe to use for people, animals and the Earth, are engineered from a proprietary 
blend of natural ingredients, including water, lime, pine needles, aniseed, clove and cedarwood. Fresh Wave IAQ Gel and 
Liquid have earned the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Design for the Environment (DfE) recognition, a stamp of 
approval given only to products deemed safe for families and the planet.

These broad-spectrum, non-aerosol products work to eliminate virtually every unwanted odor without employing 
harsh chemicals, alcohol or harmful volatile organic compounds (VOCs); they have been scientifically validated through 
independent testing and are easy to use. The Fresh Wave IAQ Gel, for example, can simply be set out in a room—ambient 
airflow does the work as the gel combats persistent odors, 24/7, that may not be avoidable or correctable.

“Fresh Wave products are fantastic,” enthuses Lesley Horman, owner of a Baltimore, Maryland, Merry Maid franchise 
with more than five dozen employees. “We use the spray in every home we service, and our clients are extremely pleased.”

A full line of Fresh Wave IAQ products, ideal for use in homes, o�ces, restaurants, retail establishments, schools, hair salons, 
health clubs and spas, is now available at the Natural Awakenings webstore. For more information and to order, visit NAWebstore.com.

productspotlight

Shop with a Conscience at Natural Awakenings’ 
New Webstore, www.NAWebstore.com
As a leader in green and healthy living, it makes perfect sense for us 
to open a webstore that features items that support sustainability and 
natural health. You’ll love our easy-to-navigate site. Shop by product 
categories that include beauty and skin care, home and office, books 
and music, fitness, clothing, accessories, kids and pets.
It’s your one-stop, eco-friendly and healthy living destination!

www.NAWebstore.com

Fresh Wave IAQ Eliminates Odors 24/7

REMOVE ODORS FROM HOME

OR BUSINESS NATURALLY
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Fresh Wave IAQ Eliminates Odors 24/7

To-Go
Ware

2-Tier S.S.
Kit with Carrier

“Peaceville” 
100%  

Organic  
Cotton  
Men’s 
T-Shirt 

thinksport™ 
LIVESTRONG®

SPF 30 
Sunscreen

with
Sports Bottle

Treat Father with these Natural and Recycled Products

Bamboo
Camo Print
Laptop Bag

by
Instinctive
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